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ABSTRACT

Reading challenges face many students daily in our schools in this province. Difficulty

with reading impacts every subject area. A balanced literacy program must have variety

and teachers need several tools at their disposal to support their students. Dog-assisted

reading programs are unique reading interventions that have shown tremendous promise

across Canada and Internationally. Dog-assisted reading has potential for some of our

students and teachers in ewfoundland and Labrador where there is, as yet, no such

program. Along with improved reading, intimate time with a dog promotes empathy and,

kindness, and it can deepen connections to the environment. In this thesis, I argue for the

need for dog-assisted reading in Newfoundland and Labrador. Supported by the literature

on literacy, learning, motivation, and emotion, as well as literature about dog therapy and

dog assisted reading therapy, the necessity for a program of dogs and reading is hard to

ignore. Following a review of several existing programs, a pilot program is proposed.

This program connects to curriculum outcomes and expectations beyond the curriculum

that can be met through dogs and reading.
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Chapter One

Introduction

Although curricula have changed and will continue to change over time, one thing that

remains a non-negotiable item with current curricula is alphabetic literacy. Most things

we ask children to do in school demand an ability to navigate print tcxts. According to thc

Atlantic Canada Professional Development Resource (2002), "Reading is a critical

proccss for evcry subject area in thc curriculum and for every grade lcvel. During the

early grades, in particular, success in school is synonymous with success in reading" (p.

5). Beyond a functional literacy, for many, reading is a lifelong pleasurable expcricnce

whcreby our lives are enriched by a good book. One ofthe goals of education is to

develop lifelong learners and ifreading experiences have been positive in school

hopefully this expcrience will then motivate and encourage children to pcrpetually

cmbraccreading in broader contexts in their Jives. Despite educators' best intcntions to

develop readers, we are missing many children along the way. Not only are many

students struggling to develop reading and general literacy skills, reading challengcs are

shaping their entire school experience as negative - too often leaving too many fccling

worthless, unhappy, and under intense pressure. Literacy is a complex issue with many

strands that weave and mix and rcach within the classroom, school , home, and broader

community. The focus in this thesis is on one particular strand, that of learning to read

print texts in the school environment.



There are many reasons I have been drawn toward exploring dog-assisted reading

approaches. Traditional approaches are not meeting many learners' needs. This thesis

focuses, in part, on program rationalization and development since it is aimed at schools

and their use. To empower educators with yet another reading intervention requires an

examination of programs currently used and how they might look here in our province.

According to the International Reading Association (2000), while most children do learn

to read and write, too many of them have poor skills. Schools fail us all when they fail to

teach any child to read and write (p. I). We need to do things differently and a dog

assisted approach is one such way ofreaching students previously missed. The ecological

connections are beautiful and vital. Lately, however, the biggest pull for me toward dog

assisted reading programs is the connection -the unconditional love and understanding,

perhaps only a companion animal has the ability to share. With so many CUITent

technologies promoting isolation, it is urgent to embrace programs that encourage

intimate experiences. As stated earlier, the power in reading, forme personally, came

from the intimacy of the experience. We become more invested when we care and when

we are shown kindness. The emotional connection to reading and learning is something I

believe and experience personally, but it is validated by a magnitude of research. The

emotional needs of learners cannot be ignored. These needs must be accommodated in

order to be successful with reading instruction (Boldt, 2006; Cullen & Shaldon, 2003;

Davis, Sumara, and Luce-Kapler, 2008; Dayton-Sakari, 1997; Hargreaves, 2000; Ludwig,

2003; Zorn & Boler,2007).



We are drawn to and maintain practices that have these associations. Any

successes I have had connecting with students in my experience teaching have been from

the intimate moments we have shared. Day to day classroom experiences detail a wide

range of emotions and reading, specifically is profoundly impacted by emotion. Boldt

(2006) writes, " ... reading as a relational act ea'Tying enabling and debilitating experiences

of success and failure, hope and fear, appreciation and humiliation, pleasure and shame,

gain and loss. It is, I will also argue, a relationship moving back and forth between adult

and child in which adults have as much potential as children to experience profound

emotion and to learn not only a great deal about children but also about themselves" (p.

274). Early mornings before the bell rings connections deepen as I listen to the replay ofa

student's recent game. More commonly we bond over our shared love of our pets.

Remembering a birthday or baking something special for a recess treat captures interest

and makes children feel wanted, invited, and appreciated. There is so much in

contemporary schooling that encourages a distancing from these experiences. This should

WO'Ty us and prompt us to look at ways to reconnect. A dog can remind us of the

importance to connect, to comfort, and to be compassionate.

Background of Project: Biographical Explorations

I like to read. Most of my memories around reading are positive. When I think

back to my mother reading to me nightly I still do not know ifit is the book that brought

me such peace, or the time together - just the two of us. Reading seemed to come

relatively easily to me. I like words, how they look, what they mean, where they lead. I

like reading words, writing words - shaping them into something that is a piece of me. I



still keep a journal and have one written for my niece. It is a way of capturing memories,

celebrations, conflicts, but most importantly, love. As a child, I felt embraced when

family members would listen to me read and praise my efforts. Looking back now, it is

interesting to me that my audience was mainly made up of non-avid readers, an audience

who was easily impressed when I spouted words most did not recognize. I faced no

judgment or correction, just people who wanted to hear more. I am certain that played a

huge part in me wanting to continue to read. In school, my experience was similar. For a

long time, I thought of my primary elementary years as brutal ones. I attended an inner

city school where povel1y was the norm, family abuse was rampant, and children were

very violent. Although my family had little, we had loads of love and our basic needs

met. We were the exception in this school. I was a tiny, quiet little kid who most days was

terrified to go to school and face the loud, rough playground war zone. Once I was inside

the classroom an hour or so, I acclimatized and stayed the day - usually. I realize now a

large part of what kept me there was books. My teachers read books and so did I. Here, I

had a captive audience with eager listeners in my classmates and teachers. It has taken me

many years to lose the pain in my belly that reared up every September, and even now, if

I think about some of those experiences, I can easily go back there and feel afraid, but I

know those early experiences largely shape who I am today. Reading provided a safe

haven in school and home that still brings comfort to me today.

While reading came easily to me for many years, it is only recently that I have

been able to sce on a small scale how students in my class feel when they arc put in a

position to read something unfamiliar, or beyond their vocabulary. The first night of the



first course of my Master of Education program had me feeling insecure and out of placc.

Browsing the syllabus filled me with dread, as much of the tenninology was unfamiliar.

My comprehension of the goals, expectations, and content of the course was negligible

and I doubted I had what it took to figure it out. Ifmy blood pressure had been checked at

that moment, it was certainly elevated. I was filled with panic and dread wondering if I

would do what was expected of me. The only thing that calmed me was the fact that I am

an adult and if this was beyond my grasp, I could opt out. In the early months of my

program, many times I felt that the graduate program was a place I did not belong. I felt

unprepared, unqualified, and uninvited. Most of my e1assmates had completed another

degree within this university whereas it was new to me - from the building to the

professors to the expectations. I try to keep this experience fresh in my mind when I am

with my students. Had I been asked to read aloud from the syllabus on that first night, I

might never have rcturned to school. Yet, children usually are powerless and must return

and sit frightened in case today might be the day where reading aloud is unavoidable.

Growing up with a mother who read to me every night shaped my relationship

with books and reading. I did not see reading as a door way to opportunities for education

or professions. I simply saw it as a time to cuddle, to be with someone who loved me. In

many ways, I think I still look for that with reading. It is an intimate experience. As a

teacher I want my students to also have that feeling of togetherness, ofl1l1l1uring, of quiet

time to relax. I realize many students have not had that same experience ofa loved one

sharing a book, but I think as teachers we need to try to make the experience of reading as



personal and as loving as we can. My coming to literacy from a placc ofnul1uring and

love, I cannot help but be swayed toward reading approaches that encourage thc samc.

Animals and Learning: Further Explorations

Entering the Master of Education program provided a choice to me - thc thcsis

route, or course route. After some thought, the thesis route was most appealing. A chance

to read and rcsearch a topic of my choice and interest was very attractive. As previously

stated, I like to read. Whether reading aloud to my students, discussing a book with a

friend, or silently reading in bed, reading brings me back to a timc of comfort and

connection. Recently my mother dragged all my childhood favourite books from thc attic

and presented them to me. Looking through them I was transported back to a timc of

safety, loving, nU11uring. As (looked at the old familiar characters, I could hear my

mother's voice reading to me and that memory fills me with emotion and gratitudc. I am

so grateful to have had that nightly experience. It is one I try to sharc. Picturcd abovc is

my niecc in the same living room where I grew up around books and dogs. For my

family, it is a natural and easy marriage offamily, books, and animals. I know (would

not cnjoy reading today ifnot for this intimacy. It is less about the books, the words than



it is about the connection. They are inseparable. I feel an obligation to my students to

attempt to re-create that for them.

Animals have always been a part of my life, due in large part to my father. His

name is Francis and many in my family have dubbed him SI. Francis. There are countless

photographs of my father rescuing a bird, rabbit, or baby bear. Nightly rituals before

reading with my mother would involve drives at dusk looking for any animal and keeping

count of how many deer, rabbits, porcupines, or other wildlife we might see. Without

exception, it would be my father to spot them first and we would then sit and watch 

sometimes a mother nuzzling her baby or a herd of deer grazing in a field. My father's

passion for animals is beautiful and has shaped how I see the world. The compassion and

connection I sec in my father with the environment and animals is a critical life lesson

about ecology and interdependence and one I want to share with my students.

Along with wildlife we were also blessed with animals in our home as family pets.

Despite the variety of pets over the years, our family never seemcd complete without a

dog. The loving look from a dog's eyes, or a soft nuzzle into a dog's chest could case a

broken heart. A nightmare was less frightening with a canine companion in the bed. As an

adult, my life is much more complete and stable because of my dogs. Alone at night

filled me with anxiety. IntelTupted sleep from unexplained noises became a thing of the

past with the addition of my dogs. Jersey and Seven do not judge or discriminate and they

help me feel less lonely and much more secure. Coming home to dogs that wag their tails

despite me being sweaty from the gym or ilTitated by work demands brings incredible joy

to my life. Jersey and Seven simply delight in me being home. This complete acceptance



and unconditional love is a lesson for humans. My dogs teach me lessons in patience.

They also have become liaisons with our neighbours. Before Jersey, I did not know the

name of one neighbour on the street. Jersey caught everyone's attention and as such I met

some wonderful people and have become much more connected to my community. I like

to think he also inspired others of the beauty a dog brings to a family. Since he arrived,

three other families have added a dog to their homes.

Throughout my career as a teacher, I have witnessed many times how dogs and

our environment impact young minds. In September 20 I0 my class was working through

a writing assignment. The prompt was to write about a person they admire. I shared some

student exemplars fi'om previous years and we brainstolllled people who might be worthy

of our admiration. I was not surprised to hear the students brainstorm parents, siblings,

athletes, inspirational figures such as TelTY Fox, and many other humans. I was reminded

of the power ofa pet when two students asked if they could write about their dog. Who

better to admire than the one who loves unconditionally and without judgment?

More recently, this year, in health we were learning about mental health. Wc were

learning the importance of developing trusting relationships with people with whom wc

could share problems and feelings. The assignment was to write a letter to someone who

would listen to their problems. Three students wrote to their dog.

Several times that I have been successful connecting with students, it has involved

their dogs. I have met numerous dogs in my classroom. On school wide walks, it is not

uncommon to see four-legged friends accompany our students. New puppies frequently

visit classrooms. As well, the principal has students' dog pictures posted on her bulletin



board. Pictures of my dogs are visible in the classroom and often break the ice for new

students. I encourage students to also have pictures of their pets at their desks. Embracing

family pets and celebrating their importance does not go unnoticed by the children.

Acknowledging their pets makes children feel valued and appreciated. The mood in the

school instantly changes when a dog approaches. There is lightness and a calmer

atmosphere.

Connecting with the environment is equally important. There is a noticeable

difference in behaviour and mood when the weather has been miserable for days and

children cannot get outside. Breathing fresh air and being beyond walls does amazing

things to improve concentration. Several years ago I had a student who had extreme

difficulty focussing. I observed that any chance he had to create something, he chose to

create a tree. Eventually I realized that he needed the outside inside as much as possible.

Simply sitting near the window with the gorgeous view of Conception Bay and the woods

around our school dramatically helped him to focus for longer periods. We are positively

impacted when we are connected and in direct contact with our natural environment

(Davis et aI., 2008; N011l1an, 2006).

Personally and professionally, I have seen many incidents where animals and

nature have enriched my learning, my teaching, and my life in general. Bringing these

elements into the classroom whenever I can has enhanced the school experience tor my

students and me.
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Statement of the Problem

Although the validity of Criterion Referenced tests can be argued incessantly, they

rcmain one piece of data, which schools, educators, administrators, and other pcrsonncl

can use as a gauge to assess reading development. CUlTently the Eastern School District,

like all other districts -in ewfoundland and Labrador, relies heavily on them for

allocating resources and communicating infollllation to the school community. The chm1s

below are according to the Eastern School District (20 I0) 2009-20 I0 Upper Gullics

Elementary annual school report which track the four-year trend.

Primary Language Arts Assessment

Grade I: Percentage of Students Perfonning At or Above Provincial Benchmark

Grade 2: Percentage of Students Pcrforming At or Above Provincial Benchmark

Criterion Reference Tests

Gradc3 LanguagcArts

I 06-07 I 07-08 I 08-09 I 09-10
I School IProvincc I School IProvincc I School IProvincc I School IProvince

MulliplcChoicc:

Rcading I 90.9%, I 89.7% I 899% I 88.5% I 88.8% I 88.3'% I 94.0'% I 92 I'X,
Listcning I 93.3% I 93.3°1., I 900'Yo I 85.0% I 917% I 95.4% I 82.0% I 80.9%

ConstnlctcdRcsponsc: Pcrccntagc ofstudcnts achicvingLcvcl3 orabove

I)cmandWriting I 868% I 74.5% I 68.8% I 72.6% I 717% I 74.9% I 81.8% I 73.9%

Poctic I 76.7% I 65.8% I 54.1% I 56.1% I 73.2% I 68.8% I 815% I 71.5%
Informational I 717% I 74.4% I 68.8% I 70.8% I 55.4% I 55.1% I 68.5% I 63.6%

Listcning I 80.3% I 64.1% I 82.3% I 70.2% I 69.5% I 70.5% I 636% I 59.9%



1I

Cmde 6 Language Arts

I 06-07 I 07-08 I 08..()9 I 09-10
I SehooljProvineel SehoollProvineel SchoollProvineel SehooljProvince

Multiple Choice:

Reading I 786% I 78.0% I 83.0% I 84.8% I 87.8'% I 87.1% I 74.3% I 810%

Listening I 86.7% I 93.3% I 92.0% I 92.0% I 88.4% I 87.7% I 87.1% I 86.7%

Constructed Response: Percentage of students pcrfomlingat LevelJ or above

Demand Writing I 732% I 76.1% I 915% I 85.1% I 78.6% I 78.7% I 73.30
0 I 81.4%

POclic I 60.9% I 73.3% I 918% I 81.2% I 62.5% I 69.6% I 58.3% I 69.9%

Infomrutional I 47.5% I 58.8% I 86.7% I 78.9% I 58.9% I 68.0% I 63.3% I 68.4%

Listening I 58.6% I 58.4% I 63.5% I 62.6% I 426% I 474% I 72.1% I 66.7%

(Eastern School District, 2010, pp. 12-14).

According to the Eastern School District (20 10) through its annual school report

for Upper Gullies Elementary, reading results attained through provincial assessments are

not encouraging. One of the most disturbing aspects of these results is the dramatic

decline the students in Grade Three in 2007 show by the time they end up in Grade Six in

20 IO. In 2006-2007 when these students were in Grade Three, 76.7% were at or above the

provincial benchmark in poetic reading and 71.7% were at or above the provincial

benchmark for infol111ational reading. These statistics alone are not encouraging, but then

when these students were in Grade Six in 2009-20 I0 their reading scores dropped even

more. In poetic reading only 58.3% of students were at or above the provincial

benchmark in poetic reading a drop of 18.4%. In infol111ational reading, the drop is less

significant at only3.7% (pp. 12-14).

Even without the scores fi'om these standardized tests, our own teachers'

classroom assessments and observations would reveal very similar results. ot only does
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there seem to bea perfollllanee issue, the attitude and desire to read tremendously

declines throughout the elementary years.

The provincial results are not very promising either. Over the four-year trend, the

last two years, the most recent scores available, indicate the lowest results provincially.

The province showed growth from 2007 to 2008 with poetic reading improving from

73.3% to 81.2%, but then dropping 11.6% to 69.6% in 2009 and in 20 I0 showing

essentially no change at 69.9% of students in the province reading at or above the

provincial benchmark. Informational reading is comparable. In 2007, 58.8% of students

were at or above the provincial benchmark in informational reading and then an increase

in 2008 of 20.1 % to 78.9%. Then in 2009, there is a 10.9% drop to 68.0% that remained

relatively unchanged at 68.4% in 2010 (pp. 12-14). While a full explanation of such

results is complex and involves an examination of diverse factors, it would seem that

existing reading interventions and supp0l1s are inadequate in improving skill, attitude,

and desire amongst learners. Many teachers feel they have tried everything currently at

their disposal.

Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to examine an alternative school-based approach to

reading intervention not eUlTently used in ewfoundland and Labrador. Through its

examination of existing-programs, this thesis will show that dog-assisted reading

programs nationally and internationally have shown tremendous promise in not only

improving reading skills, but also increasing positive ecological connections, as well as

enhancing potential for teaching kindness and empathy. These results suggest that reading
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to dogs can be of tremendous benefit to some students who may be reluctant or struggling

to read, especially those children not cunently being reached through existing

conventions and tools. After careful inspection of existing programs, this thesis will

examine the feasibility of and propose a program for ewfoundland and Labrador with

consideration given to cunent leallling outcomes mandated by the Department of

Education. Suggestions and considerations will be included for implementation of such a

program.

Research Questions

There are several questions that have guided this research and are addressed throughout

the thesis:

• How can animal assistance enhance the conditions of learning?

• What programs exist which might fOl1n the basis of a reading program for school

students?

• What considerations are involvcd in developing a school dog-assisted reading

program?

• What might such a program include and involve?

Definition of Key Tel1ns

Dog Assisted Reading Programs: A Quest/or Alternative Approaches to Reading and

Learning/or Children (2012) makes frequent reference to several terms, many of which

are utilized in this thesis. These terms along with others, are defined below:
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Animal Assisted Activities (AAA)

While the tenns animal assisted activities and animal assisted therapy are often used

interchangeably, they are distinctly different. Animal assisted activities enhance quality of

life through benefits associated with motivational, educational, recreational, and/or

therapeutic oppol1unities. Specially trained professionals, paraprofessionals, or volunteers

deliver programs in a variety of environments. Both the human and animal must be

screened and trained, but are not guided by a credentialed therapist. There is no speci fic

treatment goal and handlers are not required to take detailed notes. Animal Assisted

Activities usually involve tasks like visiting with patients, playful activities, fi'iendly

petting; in other words, social visits. It is less formal in comparison to animal assisted

therapy (Chandler, 2001; Gorczyca et aI., 2006; Wilkes, 2009).

Animal Assisted Learning

Animal assisted learning is learning that is enhanced by the presence of an animal

through, but not limited to, animal assisted activities and/or animal assisted therapy.

Animal assisted learning is growing rapidly and its interest global. It requires education

and training. It is more than a cute animal and willing adult. To engage children and

adults in an animal learning experience requires an understanding of animals and people.

A combination of training with animals and human service is essential (Ross, 2011).

Animal Assisted Therapy (AAT)

Animal assisted therapy is a goal-directed intervention and more formal than animal

assisted activities. Like animal assisted activities, animals and their handlers must be

screened, trained, and meet specific criteria. However, animal assisted therapy must
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include a health/human service professional with specialized expertise. The professional

sets specific goals and works closely with all parties. The interaction between patient and

animal is guided by the professional who will also measure progress and evaluate the

process. Animal assisted therapy can be thought of as a triangle relationship with three

imp011ant and necessary cOlllers - the client, animal, and therapist or protessional.

Although all animal/human interactions may be therapeutic, it is only considered animal

assisted therapy when there is a cel1ified professional involved (Chandler, 200 I;

Gorezyca et aI., 2006; King, 2007; Ross, 20 I I; Wilkes, 2009).

Biophilia

Biophilia is a theory that suggests that humans are genetically predisposed to both

attraction and attention to other living organisms. Biophilia is a word that describes a

basic human need to connect with other living organisms. The argument stems ti·om an

evolutionary debate that humans increased their chance of survival by paying close

attention to and knowing well their environment. Throughout evolution humans and

animals have been mutually dependent. Humans had to pay attention to animal and plant

life in order to survive. The biophilia theory or hypothesis helps explain why animals

might encourage a quiet, alert state in humans. The foundation ofbiophilia is a natural

interest in animals and the calming effect of animal presence as wcll as a need to maintain

a connection to nature. One powerful piece of evidence that supports the biophilia

hypothesis is the quicker healing time that patients experience simply with a window in

their recovery room (Davis et aI., 2008; Fine, 2006; Kruger & Serpell, 2006; Melson,

2001; Wilkes,2009).
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Guided Reading

Guided reading helps children learn how to use strategies so that they will be ablc to read

independently. In guided reading a teacher supports reading development by working

with a small group of students. Guided reading requires ongoing observation and

asscssment by the teacher of his or her students. This data helps the teacher selcct

appropriate texts, groupings, and reading strategies to highlight student needs and to

enhance student learning (Fountas & Pinnell, 1996).

Oxytocin

Oxytocin is a hormone associated with human attachment found in mammals. It is known

for its calming effects. Several studies have examined human changes in oxytocin levels

when humans interact with dogs. While petting dogs, oxytocin increases. This Icads to

cnhanccd feelings of well-being, relaxation, and a more positive mood (BaUll, Johnson,

& McCabe, 2006; Daley-Olmert, 2009; Fredrickson-MacNamara & Butlcr, 2010; Hart,

2010).

Service Animals

Service animal is an umbrella tcrm to describe any guide dog, signal dog, or othcr animal

trained specitlcally to assist an individual with a disability. Even though a service animal

may provide some psychological bencfits to its handler, service animals are tools rather

than treatments and their purpose is fundamentally different hom animals used in animal

assisted therapy or animal assisted activities. Serviccanimals are individually and

specifically traincd to perform functions for humans who are unable to do thesc functions

on their own (Hart, 2006; Kruger & Scrpell, 2006).
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Significance of the Research

While there is a plethora of research available for literacy and therapy dogs generally,

there is limited formal research yet measuring the impact of therapy dogs on reading

performance. This thesis provides the basis for a program which can eventually be

researched to provide such data. Despite the excitement of having dogs in schools,

continued research will be critical in the future and can only be done when the program is

up and running. While the existing research is limited, it is promising. To complete her

Doctor of Education, Corinne Smith (2009) extensively studied the Sit Slay Read!

Program which has provided invaluable research and is further explored in Chapter Three

of this thesis. Julie Paradise (2007) also completed a doctoral dissertation studying the use

of therapy dogs as motivators for reluctant readers. Both Smith (2009) and Paradise

(2007) provide compelling research indicating children who read to dogs have improved

confidence, attitude, interest, and excitement about reading. And, their reading skills also

improved. Paradise (2007) writes, "According to the data from this study, it was clear that

registered therapy dogs do motivate reluctant readers to improve their reading skills, their

attitude toward reading, their attitude toward school, and their self~confidence"(p. 144).

The benefits of reading to dogs are numerous and will be explained more fully in Chapter

Three.

In addition to the specific research available on dog-assisted reading that indicates

positive evidence for dogs and reading, we owe it to our children to do things differently.

This point should be a persuasive argument for why dog-assisted reading can work. We

need to attempt new programs to reach the children we are missing. According to the
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International Reading Association (2000), "Most children learn to read and write in

classrooms. Honoring children's rights to effective instruction requires a willingness to

question whether today's classrooms are set up to meet their needs as readers and writers"

(p. 2). The goal of this research is to propose an alternative means of teaching reading. In

my experience teaching for the last ten years, there have been few innovative programs

stretching beyond the traditional ones to meet learners' needs. There is a tremendous

amount of research indicating a lack of diversity in literacy instruction and a huge need

for such diversity. Literacy plans must be diverse. Yet, tcaching and learning has

essentially remained morc or less the same over the years. A balanced literacy approach

must have a variety of teaching methods. There is no single way of teaching literacy.

Children learn differently and as a result, teachers must have an arsenal of methods to

teach and support reading development (Atlantic Canada Professional Development

Resource, 2002; Bigum & Lankshear, 1998; International Reading Association, 2000;

Lankshear, n.d.; Luke & Freebody, 1999). Implementing a dog assisted reading program

in ewfoundland and Labrador would provide teachers with an alternative method of

teaching and reading. This thesis provides the basis to explain the need for such a

program in ewfoundland and Labrador. Its implementation would allow for further

research to be obtained assessing the validity of such a program over an extended period.

Limitations of the Research

There are research limitations as a direct result of the particularity of this program. Onc

obvious limit considers that this focus ison dogs specifically, and exclusively rather than

simply suggesting dogs as a primary focus with a wider acceptance encompassing several
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animal groupings. Some children may respond beller to cats, horses, or other, perhaps

even exotic animals. This is not something explored in this program. Further, there arc

limited, arguably even a shortage, of therapy dogs and handlers available once all

requirements are assessed, then met and finally matched to a school, then a time of day.

Therefore, the program would be quite restricted especially early in its inception. There

will not be copious amounts of data initially because the program will start small. Testing

cannot begin until the program is implemented which also limits the research. While

reading is the focus, potential benefits and strides in other traditional academic areas,

such as mathematics, will remain unexplored and thus the potenti aluntapped.

Summary

One of our main goals as educators should be to cultivate strong, empathetic, confident,

and happy readers. The benefits of dog-assisted reading go far beyond reading

improvements. This thesis will investigate how the use of dog-assisted reading programs,

in addition to improving reading skills, can connect us more strongly and passionately to

each other and, our environment, and enhance our capacity for empathy. Young children

who are vulnerable and impressionable are looking to us for guidance and commitment to

their learning. We can help shape their future with the use of innovative interventions

such as dog-assisted reading programs. The ability to decode and interpret printed text is

undeniably important in school and beyond. Current reading interventions are missing

many children. Ability, confidence, and interest in reading for many students, especially

at the elementary level, are lacking. The purpose of this thesis is to explore an alternative

means of reading intervention not currently used in Newfoundland and Labrador.
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Overview of Chapters

Chapter Two: Review of the Literature - Literacy Emotion and Learning

Chapter Two provides a review of selected literature related to literacy, emotion, and

learning. The literacy focus will look at reading from a print-based, alphabetic literacy

perspective. However, while the main focus is on the technical mechanics of reading,

attention must also be paid to literacy as a more holistic experience. Chapter Two will

also review the literature connected to emotion and learning with specific care and

attention to the ways in which we learn that would be enriched with the assistance of a

therapy dog.

Chapter Three: Review of the Literature - Therapy Dogs, Reading Therapy Dogs

Chapter Three provides a review of literature related to therapy dogs that focuses on dogs

and elder care, dogs helping humans cope with mobility, illness, and death, dogs and

children, dogs and trauma, dogs in prison situations, and dogs and psychotherapy.

Chapter Three provides a review of the related literature available concerning reading

therapy dogs.

Chapter Four: Review of Existing Programs

There is an abundance of reading therapy dog programs cUlTently used in libraries and

schools in Canada and elsewhere. Chapter Four will review several of these programs in

detail, examining the benefits and challenges of each. This review is essential to guide the

direction ofa pilot program for Newtoundland and Labrador.
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Chapter Five: A School Based Dog-Assisted Reading Program

Chapter Five starts by building the foundation for the program proposal. This chapter will

examine the features of what might be the best program to mcet the needs of students in

'ewfoundland and Labrador. It will also examine necessary conditions to be met in order

for the program to be a success. The chapter will also examine at what specific grade

level to introduce reading dogs and the cUlTent outcomes for the grade lcvel that could be

matched appropriately within the dog-assisted reading program. The chapter culminates

with a pilot program proposal as a starting point for the province to begin to consider the

implementation ofa dog-assisted reading program.
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Chapter Two

Review of the Literature - Literacy, Emotion and Learning

Introduction

Learning is a life-long process that is shaped by a variety of experiences. We learn best

when we feel safe, supported, challenged, and engaged. Learning to read is an intimate

process through which we can feel elevated or diminished. As with most learning, love

and understanding are essential ingredients to elevate the reading experience. Literncy is

an invitation - to explore, to touch, to taste, to expcrience. It is an opportunity to cmbrnce,

question, or reject something new or familiar. Based on my professional observations, I

believe that many cUlTent reading interventions in school settings do the oppositc ofthcir

intcnt. Instead of boosting a child's confidence, and motivating them to read, thcy can

often make children hate reading and feel inadequate. Instead of turning them toward

rcading, they turn thcm away from reading. I think there are bctter and more uniqucand

cffcctive ways. Thc use of dog-assisted reading is onc way to introduce some ofthc

cssential elements that supp0l11earning to read.

The next two chapters review the related Iitcrature in four different areas. In order

to fully understand the plethora of benefits with dog-assistcd reading programs, it is

critical to examine the literature around these four areas. The first part of Chapter Two

will focus on literacy first by examining reading from a print-based, alphabetic Iitcracy

perspective whcre reading is viewed as largely skills-based and mcchanical. Dccoding

and word recognition are central aspects. In addition, Par1 One will delve more dccply
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into a more holistic experience of reading - the reading between, before, and after the

words, aspects that exceed decoding of text.

Part Two of Chapter Two reviews the related literature on emotion, learning, and

motivation with specific care and attention to the ways in which we learn that would be

enriched with the assistance ofa therapy dog. Chapter Three will review the related

literature on therapy dogs and reading therapy dogs.

It is my belief that learning to read is an intimate experience. The literature

reviewed has been chosen with particular care and respect toward research that resonates

with and supp0l1S this belief. For example, the intimate connection between a mother and

child described by GaiJ Boldt in her research and writing makes its effect even more

powerful as she observes, records, and analyses the emotional experience her son has

learning to read. Love and understanding are key ingredients in the process of learning to

read; therefore the literature reviewed supp0l1s this claim. The necessity tor kindness and

empathy in our schools is imperative and lacking. In my opinion, to learn well and

survive school demands such qualities. We must be ever-mindful of the diverse range of

needs, abilities, experiences, and attitudes of our students. Much of the literature reviewed

will supp0l1 the need for a diverse literacy plan that is fluid, ever-evolving, supportive,

and empathy-based.

With continual concerns and crises declared by schools, districts, care givers,

educators, and students themselves around reading performance, it is time to look at

expanding our view of how we can better learn to read and to learn to teach reading.

Beyond standardized testing scores, it has been my experience in the classroom that many
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students lack confidence and skill in reading the words, between the words, and beyond

the words. Traditional methods are only useful some of the time for some of our students.

We cannot keep doing the same thing and expect different results .

P3I10ne: Literacy

It is a crucial ingredient of the success of literacy planning that systematic and
non-stigmatised literacy support across the school years be encouraged (Lo
Bianco & Freebody, 1997 p. 90).

I have always believed that Or. Seuss was in many ways ahead of his timc.

Several of his messages and warnings still go ignored while the world around us changcs

and deteriorates. Educators and caregivers feared his books because they might makc

reading fun. Fifty years later, many things are still the same. Most of Or. Seuss' books are

a contradiction of basic site words and fun rhymes with powerful important messagcs. He

had a gift for blending the mechanics of reading with powerful world messages like TIle

LOJ"(/x's environmental warnings. Books like Green Eggs and Ham and The Cat in the

/lat set out to help children recognize basic sight words with frequency, rhyme, and word

families. Or. Seuss' complexities parallel the world of literacy.

Literacy was once understood in tellllS of reading and writing only, and with an

emphasis on encoding and decoding skills. Of course, encoding and decoding remain

essential components of literacy. However, literacy is immense. From decoding to

critically questioning an author's choices, literacy is as broad as the number of books at

the Library of Congress! With several ingredients making up the recipe of literacy,

reading, as one of the key ingredients, is the main focus of this thesis. However, to gain a

better understanding of reading, it is necessary to look at literacy more broadly. Even
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while n3lTowing the focus to reading, it cannot be seen in isolation as no onc aspcct of

litcracy can float alone. They are complex, inter-connected, and ever-evolving. Thcrcforc

definitions of literacy vary greatly. Literacy definitions range broadly from skills-bascd,

functional literacy to cultural literacy to very wide, all-encompassing definitions

integrating social and political empowellnent, such as critical literacy. Yet, despite thcse

wide ranges of definitions, part of the defining characteristic of literacy must be that thcre

arc many capabilities required to contribute in a literate society (Lankshear, n.d.; Lo

Bianco & Freebody, 1997). Although there is no singlc definition of literacy, it can scem

that in many ways our approach to developing it in schools is still quitc singular. Thcre is

no one best way to develop literacy.

Teachers must be ever mindful and able to make choices that best meet thc nceds

of each student. Schools, districts, and govelllmental agencies must sUppOl1 a divcrsity of

resources and practices available to and celebrated by cducators. According to Lukc and

Frccbody(1999), "Choices regarding instructional practice should be made by teachers,

and we would argue that this kind of classroom decision making necds to be defended

zealously as p3l1 ofteaehers' work ..." (p. 3). Literacy education is a pal1 ofa larger

project that must balance individual needs with group needs. There must be fluidity to

wcavc between the personal and group goals and to navigate through diverse social

groupings. Literacy educators must themselves be flexible and knowledgeable readers

and writers. Despite a reduction inprcparationtime, larger class sizes, streamlined

curriculum, and standardized tests, tcachers need to be diverse in thcir literaey plans. To

beeffeetive, profcssional development opp0l1unities are vital. Teaehers need suppOl1 in
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becoming confident and competent in implementing new ideas. A balanced literacy

approach is crucial where there is small and whole group instruction that includes

speaking, listening, reading, viewing, writing, and representing (Atlantic Canada

Professional Development Resource, 2002; Bigum & Lankshear, 1998; Comber, 1998b;

Lankshear, n.d.; Luke, 1998).

Literacy is a social construct and is always contextual. It is a social practice. To

understand literacy it must be related to social practices. It is always entangled with ways

of being in the world. It cannot be reduced to technical skill only, but is much more than

that. Our individual and collective identities and personal being deeply impact the way we

relate to reading and writing. Literacy is diverse and evolves depending on context and

culture. It cannot be considered in a single definition. Since literacy is a social practice so

too must be the teaching of it. Educators need to weave in and out, navigating each

studcnt's needs as literacy skills shape and re-shape. Literacy cannot be defined only in

narrow tellllS centring exclusively on code-cracking. Its development relies on more than

the technical. Effective literacy can require attention to spelling, punctuation, and

grammar, but engaging meaningfully with the other resources of literacy is also critical.

For example, how might an emphasis on spelling, punctuation and grammar distort rather

than enhance an understanding of literacy practices using new social media such as chat,

texting, and Twitter? It is through social relationships that we learn literacies. Literacy

has evolved in particular societies and the meanings we garner fi'om them connect LIS to

others and the meanings they have developed (Lankshear, n.d.; Lemke, 2005; Lo Bianco

& Freebody, 1997; Luke 1998; Luke & Freebody, 1999; Street, 2003).
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At one of the earliest stages, learning to read is about letter and word recognition

and using pictures to help establish meaning. Ludwig (2003) described this 'skills

approaches' category of literacy where perceptual and technical procedures of decoding

are emphasized (p. I). But it is only one layer of literacy and literacy education. Many

scholars have developed models of literacy that are very helpful in painting a fuller

picture of the complexity of literacy and literacy education. In the following section, two

of these models - the FOllr Resources Model and the Three Dimensional View a/Lileracy

-are reviewed.

The Four Resources Model

In Luke & Freebody's (1999) Four Resources Mode/learners engaged in reading and

writing activities draw on practices that allow them to become code-breakers, meaning

makers, lexl users, and lexl analysIs. To become a code-breaker, fundamental features of

written texts are recognised and used. These include alphabet, sounds in words, spelling,

conventions, and patterns of sentence structure and text. Meaning makers participate in

the construction of meanings of text. This entails not only understanding, but also

crcating mcaningful written, visual and spoken texts within a wide range of contexts. Texl

users use texts functionally, peeling back the layers of the social relations sUITounding a

text. This use requires ability to not only recognize but act on the diverse cultural and

social impacts of texts that influence them in and out of school. Texl analvsls critically

analyse and transform texts. They recognize that texts are not neutral, but instead

representcertainviewsandideasandsilenceothers.Whiletextscaninfluencepeople's
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ideas, text analysts are not willing to passively accept what is being said as indisputable

(Luke & Freebody, 1999).

The Three Dimensional View of Literacy

The Three Dimemional View ofLiteracy grew from a concern Green (2002) referred to as

"subject-specific literacy". There is a strong relationship between literacy and learning

and all teachers in every subject area need to keep this relationship at the centeroftheir

concerns. The Three Dimensional View a/Literacy is holistic and integrated and is

comprised of three interlocking dimensions: the operational, cultural, and critical.

Although it does not matter from which dimension you start, all three dimensions must be

taken into account equally. Neither has priority over another and these interlocking

dimensions work together within language, meaning, and context. The operational

dimension focuses on the language aspect of literacy where reading and writing takes

place in a range of contexts. The cllltllral dimension can also be refened to as meaning

making. It is being able to understand texts in relation to contexts. The critical dimension

of literacy recognises that knowledge and literacy practices arc socially constructed

Critical questions are asked and along with making meaning, individuals also transform

and build alternate perspectives (Green, 2002; Lankshear, n.d.).

The eommonalities of these two models suggest the key goals ofa contemporary

literacy education. A balanced literacy approach is critical. Part of such balance includes,

especially in the early school years (entry to grade 3), an alphabetic focus. Children arc

taught to recognize and name lellers. In addition, children learn an association of letters

and sounds when they use phonetics. To become a code hreaker children sound out
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words, try, and make mistakes. To break the code, readers need to know the look and

sound of the alphabet, and be able to use this to encode or decode words. Then code

breaking involves using words to read and write sentences (Atlantic Canada Professional

Development Resource, 2002; Lankshear, n.d).

With the best of intentions, we often interrupt the process of code hreaking

through cOITection. But constant over-colTection halts reading progress. According to

Delpit (1995), there are many negative consequences to over-correcting a child while she

orhe is reading. This over-correction stifles rather than improves skills. Fluency is

drastically impacted with constant correction. Ultimately, comprehension is affected by

these interruptions too. Eventually a reader may develop resentment toward reading and

his or her teacher often because of the shame that becomes associated with it. In addition,

the idea that reading should be a meaning making process is lost when the focus is

exclusively on code and pronunciation (Del pit, pp. 50, 59-61). Onc of the requirements of

literacy is the coding of information, a necessary decoding and encoding of information in

reading and writing. If they are going to help children meet this requirement, teachers

must create a space where frequent, uninterrupted opportunities to read are presented to

their students.

Children need frequent opportunities to read aloud. There are many benefits to

reading aloud. Fluency and phrasing will improve with frequent oral reading

opportunities with different kinds of texts. When children read aloud, they become more

engaged and their comprehension also improves (Kuhn et a\., 2006; Munro, 2003). In my

experience, when reading aloud isdonein a safe, supportive environment with
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manageable texts, the confidence of students improves as they take pride in identifying

words. When children read aloud, it also can help the teacher build phonemic awareness

and to identify sounds, letters, words, or even punctuation that is not yet understood by a

student. It has also been my experience that when a child is reading aloud with me it

opens a space for conversation and dialogue about the text. Often a student will stop

reading and say they did not think it was fair the way one character treated another. Or,

we might laugh together at a funny situation. If we come to a word that neither of us

knows it shows that our journey of learning to read is ongoing. Then wc can talk through

strategies of figuring it out.

To develop confident, competent readers, it is critical to fill our classrooms with a

variety of texts. Students should be encouraged to discuss the features, such as headings,

which will help them to predict and COnfill11 as they read. Automatic word recognition

increases when there is extensive exposure to print. As word recognition becomes

automatic, less time is needed to recognize the words and more time can be spent making

meaning. Further, presenting texts to children that parallel their experiences with the

world is also impOl1anl. Our classrooms, libraries, and homes need a diverse range of

books where children feel represented and connected. This diversity will help a reader

begin the technical skill of reading. With a variety of texts available, it will be much more

possible to reach another dimension of literacy where deeper understandings arc

developed to uncover the various meanings of texts. Readers will begin to peel back thc

cultural layers of texts. The definition ofa text must be broad and encompass more than

one single book, and include things like conversations, street signs, newspapers, drama,
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media, and much more (Atlantic Canada Professional Development Resource, 2002;

Fountas & Pinnell, 1996; Gruenewald, 2003a; Kuhn et aI., 2006; Lo Bianco & Freebody,

1997).

Meaningful contexts are essential to literacy. Literacy gained in meaningful

contexts has a greater impact than disconnected situations. One important cueing system

used with readers is semantics. Here, teachers draw on prior knowledge to help a student

read a text. Therefore context is an imp0l1ant consideration. Ifreaders can identify with or

locate themselves in the context of the text, they will more easily be able to activate their

prior knowledge. Ifreaders have no connection to the text, it will be very difficult to draw

on their own experiences that are so helpful in reading and understanding a text. When

meaning is made from reading a text it is done by connecting it to other texts we have

read or pictures we have seen, or other experiences we have had. By using texts that

connect children to their everyday lives, we enable them to learn to read. If the text is

familiar, readers havea much better chance at usefully approaching it (Atlantic Canada

Professional Development Resource, 2002; Comber, 1998a; Lcmke, 2005; Lo Bianco &

Freebody,1997).

Although the main focus of this thesis is dogs and children's reading, thcre are

other positive impacts connected to literacy. Lo Bianco & Freebody (1997) write that as

learners engage in reading and writing activities, effective literacy allows learncrs to

participate in understanding and composing meaningful written, visual, and spoken texts

(p. 5). To see any aspect of literacy in isolation is impractical since they are all so closely

interwoven and connected. While this section focuses mainly on reading, there cannot
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help but be connections among the many other aspects of literacy, including writing. This

important connection between reading and writing is possible when reading to dogs and

will be explained further in Chapter Three.

Ludwig (2003) writes about "the personal growth approaches to literacy

education" where consideration must be given to the private, personal and individual

ways people use and grow through reading and writing (p. I). As a teacher, I too

frequently forget about the emotional impact of learning and I need to remind mysel f

often that learning goes well beyond the technical. The majority of my most memorable

teaching and learning experiences include deep emotional connections with my students,

their families, my colleagues, my teachers, my family and even within me. As my earlier

account in this thesis attests, my own early experiences of learning to read arc much less

about letter and word recognition and are more about close time with my mother. I would

not enjoy reading today nearly so much ifnot for the emotional connection formed early

between books, my mother, and me. Cullen & Shaldon (2003) write about the importance

of developing a strong relationship in the process of learning to read. There needs to be

sharing and emotional support, a sense of inclusion and belonging that will be of huge

benefit while learning to read (p. 33). Coupled with reading as a personal experience, it

stands to reason that transitioning to reading in a school environment can lose some of

this intimacy. I think it is often not recognized that there is a sense of loss in learning to

read, especially within the traditional classroom setting. Boldt (2006) finely illustrates

this loss through her writings about her son. The time he spent reading in class, which

was more than most of his classmates because he was behind, meant a loss of time to
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spend with his friends, among other things (p. 284). This point connects with another of

Boldt's observations watching her son learn to read. Boldt (2006) writes about the

intimacy involved in reading. Before her son started school, his reading experiences had

been very intimate, sitting closely with one of his parents while reading gave him a real

sense of togetherness. Once at school reading became a very lonely experience as it often

took place alone (p. 285). These aspects - intimacy, emotion, and motivation - arc pivotal

to learning and are explored in more detail in this next section.

Part Two: Emotion, Learning and Motivation

To teach in a manner that respects and cares for the souls of our students is
essential if we are to provide the necessary conditions where learning can most
deeply and intimately begin (hooks, 1994, p. 13).

Recognizing the emotional impact of learning is crucial for educators. 0' Loughlin

(1997) writes, "Learning cannot occur without emotional involvement" (p. 410). Darling-

Hammond et al. (2003) state, " ... emotions have an impact on learning. They inlluence our

ability to process infollllation and to accurately understand what wc encounter. For these

reasons, it is impol1ant for teachers to create a positive, emotionally safe classroom to

provide for the optimalleallling of students" (p. 90). Boldt (2006) argues for the need for

teachers to put their own and their students' human needs and desires at the center of our

practices (p. 304). According to Davis et al. (2008), when there is an emotional impact,

the brain is better able to make lasting memories because the neurochemieals that create

emotional stimulation also fuel the brain to remember (p. 129). Nurturing emotional

devclopment is an imp0l1ant, but often neglected role of schools.
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Emotions are fOnlled publicly and collaboratively. Emotions are an essential pal1

of education. Teachers and students need to work on strong relationships so that

emotional engagcment takes place. According to 0' Loughlin (J 997), "Peoplc only

'matter' or make a difference to each other through emotional involvement, through

experiencing the emotional expressions of others who are tied up in various ways with

onc's own life project" (p. 410). Developing strong relationships assists teachers and

students to be better able to "read" each other. Students crave nurturing relationships. In

addition, students will read themselves better when education goes beyond academic

Icarning to include social, emotional, and ethical education. Drawing on previous

cmotional experiences helps students make sense of the emotions people around thcm are

cxperiencing. All stakeholders in the education system will expericncc a variety of

cmotions at different times, from worry to hope, pride to frustration. Emotions arc

intcrtwined with cognition and action. With this connection in mind teachers can sct up

their classrooms to be exciting or dull. Although not exclusively emotional practices,

teaching and learning whether positive or negative, calculated or unintentional, are

undeniably shaped by emotion. Perhaps the most important emotion educators must

cultivate is happiness. Cohen (2006) states, "Happy people are healthier, more successful,

and more socially engaged" (p. 203). While educators cannot teach happiness, their

approach to learning can profoundly impact the happiness of their students. Positivc

emotion and pleasure are important criteria en route to happiness (Baker, Terry, &

Bridger, 1997; Cohen, 2006; Hargreaves, 2000; Zorn & Boler, 2007).
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While positive emotions can assist with learning, negative feelings can do the

opposite. A feeling of anxiety can stifle patiicipation from a student. Fear can stop a

student in his or her tracks. Students will not feci competent or confident when they are

depressed or anxious about learning. These negative emotions may make a student

withdraw from classroom activities. Teachers must work hard to reduce situations that

make students feel afraid and uncomfOliable. When students have diftlculty, they are

often humiliated and feel like failures. These negative feelings can become self~fulfilling.

Further, reading can be seen as a status symbol, especially when students want to avoid

humiliation and failure. Reading is often viewed as a predictor of future prospects. It is

not only within the classroom where reading is important, but also future possibilities are

viewed as positively influenced when you are a good reader. Luke (1998) writes about

literacy as a type of cultural capital that students take out into social settings and

workplaces (p. 4). Therefore, there is tremendous pressure to read and read well, and if

not, there may be long term serious negative consequences. Students very early see

themselves as not "measuring up" when they have to consider levelled books and

compare themselves to classmates or siblings (Brooks, 20 I I; Cullen & Shaldon, 2003;

Darling-Hammond et aI., 2003; Luke, 1998).

SuppOliiveenvironments with kind and loving educators can help students feel

very positive emotions that in turn can make learning a more enjoyable and smooth

experience. The personal and caring connection is so important and can lead to humour

which many teachers and students embrace at school. Success is enhanced when a child

has been made to teel special and has a chance to share. Time spent with familiar others
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also is an important factor in learning to read. Motivation to Icarn increases when there is

positive teacher suppOl1 and positive emotions. FUl1her, when students feel secure, happy,

and excited about what they are learning, they are more successful (Atlantic Provinces

Education Foundation, 2002; Baker at aI., 1997; Cullen & Shaldon, 2003; Darling

Hammond et aI., 2003; Meyer & Turner, 2006).

Respecting all that children bring with them to school must go beyond the

knowledge to include relationships. Darling-Hammond et al. (2003) write about thc

importance of teachers fostering positive relationships with their students by being

respectful, listening attentively, and responding to the needs and feelings of students.

Students need to believe their teachers will manage the classroom in a safe and nurturing

way with no risk of humiliation (p. 94). Baker et al. (1997) write about the need for

schools to emphasize a sense of belonging. To counteract the alienation many students

feel, there must be meaningful involvemcnt in school where the school is seen as

personally supp0l1ive. A genuine, cherished, caring relationship where each individual

feels like an important member of the community is critical (p. 589). Bakcr et al. (1997)

dcclare, "Children with positive, caring, consistent caretaking relationships develop both

the security and the competencies required for success in any social setting, including

school" (p. 593).

The focus on relationships with children cannot only be limited to their human

relationships, which obviously, are imp0l1ant. If we are to value uniqueness, for many

children, relationships with animals are as (or more) important. Ignoring such

relationships erases this uniqueness. According to Melson (2001) research on children is
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very "humanocentrie" and it focuses exclusively on human relationships and suggests that

these relationships alone shape development. She argues, instead, for a "biocentric" view

of development where connections children have with animals arealsoconsidered

important in their development (pp. 4-5). If we mimic this sentiment in education, we will

recognize the importance animals play in shaping children's emotional and intellectual

development. Therefore, children with pets at home who have literally helped rear them

will be valued if we respect what children bring from home. Often, my students have

been very direct in their loyalty to and appreciation of their dogs. Slowly, schools arc

reshaping their definitions offamily. However, many children still feel as though their

family is not represented in the school. As an integral paI1 of many families, dogs being

visible in schools may help bridge the gap where children see pieces of their family being

valued, welcomed and respected. Bringing dogs into the education equation in reading

programs adds uniqueness to existing programs and reinforces the strength in the human

animal bond.

Over the years, watching the children in my classrooms, I have seen firsthand how

acceptance and understanding can encourage a child in his or her journey of learning.

Without it, there is little desire to try. Students who do not feel accepted or understood

more quickly shut down. Therefore learning environments must be open and inviting

where students feel welcomed, embraced, understood, and wanted. Similarly, empathy is

a crucial learning experience. Darling-Hammond et al. (2003) write, "For productive

exchanges in the classroom and in life, we need not only to be aware of our own feelings,

wc also need to be aware of other's feelings. Empathy is the ability to recognize emotions
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in others and to have compassion when others react cmotionally" (p. 93). Students and

teachers need to be moved by the experiences of others. Developing the ability to

empathize helps students connect with others, become better listeners, and be more

respectful and sensitive to those around us. Empathy moves learners to understand texts

fi·om our own and then others' perspectives. It gives space to think from a variety and

sometimes even conflicting perspectives (Brooks, 20 11; Darling-Hammond et aI., 2003;

Lewison, Seely Flint, & Van Sluys, 2002).

Gruenewald (2003a) writes about the importance of empathetic experience. Such

experiences will lead a student to question, act, and find out more. Further he argues 101'

the necessity of children to connect ecologically. Without this connection to and

understanding and love of our Em1h, we will have no desire to protect it (p. 8). Animals

can be the connection to our environment. If a child does not get exposure to animals at

home because of things like fear or allergies or costs, we miss out on key opportunities to

connect ecologically. If dogs are part of learning it may present an ecological experience

not yet had by some children.

Engaging in an ecological experience helps develop another crucial process of

learning, transformation. Leaming should cause changes within ourselves and also

persuade us to make change in the people and places around us. When emotions arc

dismissed it impacts transformation. The possibility for respect and care is lost when

emotions are ignored. Change happens when respect ancl care are evident. Many peoples'

lives arc enriched ancl ehangecl fi·om the presence ancl support ofa canine. We need to sce

learning as a journey and that more important than facts is finding what helps us live well
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within ourselves, with our environment, and each other. This journey should also help us

bc peaceful and just in our decisions and actions. Change is an intcgral part of Icarning.

Adventure should be a key part of learning too. We need to challenge and be challcngcd.

For language development, there needs to be challenging experienccs. We need to be

creative and to have vision. Our own ideas, identities, and possibilities should transfonn

as we are transfolllled by our learning. In Chapter Three I will further explore how dogs

assist in these transfonnations (Atlantic Provinces Education Foundation, 2002; Brooks,

2011; Lemke, 2005; O'Sullivan, 2008).

Learning and Motivation

Learning and motivation cannot be separated. The motivation to read and write

begins early. It is critical that interesting materials be presented to children in their early

school years. Students must be immersed in the widest range of texts possible. The word

lexl refers to print-based materials, but goes beyond print to also include videos, songs,

websites, and much more. According to the Atlantic Canada Professional Development

Resource (2002), "The definition of text has evolved from one single book to today's

definition where it can mean a book, a conversation, a piece of music or art, a stop sign,

role playing, drama, movement, newspaper, television commercial, etc" (p. 5). Literacy

activities must be wOl1hwhile and purposeful not only in school, but betore-school and

outside of school. These materials must also be diverse, suitable, and locally selected in

order to develop the motivation to read and write. One of many ways to enhance

motivation is through the use of everyday texts that include things like signs, packages,

and fliers - items that permeate our surroundings - on screens, in shopping centers, and
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homes. By bringing things like fliers into the classroom, children not only get

opportunities to think and talk critically about advertising, portrayals of stereotypcs, and

more, by blending these texts with things to which children can relate like toys, food they

cat, music they enjoy, it makes for an enjoyable experience too. Studcnts see their

everyday lives with a different perspective (Atlantic Provinces Education Foundation,

2002; Comber, 1998£1; Fountas & Pinnell, 1996; Lewison et aI., 2002; Lo Bianco &

Freebody, 1997).

A colleague of mine often tells her students who say they hatc rcading that thcy

have not yet found the right book. It is a challenging qucst sometimes to match studcnts

and books in ways that enrich. Literature-based learning is vital. The role oflitcrature

cannot be ignored. Readers need good writing with which they can engage. There will be

a stronger motivation to read and write with suitable literature. Therefore it is essential

that a wide variety of resources be made available. There must be a wide range of print

resources including textbooks, novels, magazines, newspapers, and reference materials

(Atlantic Provinces Education Foundation, 2002; Lo Bianco & Freebody, 1997).

Approaches to learning must take into account the uniqueness of each learner.

Children are each motivated by different stimuli. According to Giroux (1982), not only

must curriculum be deeply personal, it must also recognize individual uniqueness (p.

105). It is troubling to think that much of the current assessment practices revolve around

standardized tests and a prescribed curriculum. This poses huge challenges to cdueators to

recognize individual uniqueness and manipulate the curriculum so that it can be personal

for each student. Expecting children to progress at the same rate and to not follow their
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interests is very troubling. It is extremely difficult to meet individual student needs when

educators focus exclusively on standards. Educators, districts, and governmental agencies

must be cognizant and critical of a heavy focus on standardized tests that do little to

motivate learning. National benchmarks and standardized testing have the potential to

erase much innovation in curriculum, instruction, and assessment. Many of the great ways

children lealll and are motivated to learn cannot be demonstrated with strictly pencil and

paper activities which also do not allow for flexible adapting, adjusting, and

implementing of curriculum. A standardized test does not present diversity and variety in

text types. Another concern with rigid benchmarks that contradicts the idea of diverse and

personalized curriculum is the giant question of who sets these benchmarks. To enable

participation in school and to help each student feel welcomed, embraced, and celebrated,

benchmarks likely will leave many feeling left out or unvalued. These feelings will shut

down motivation and stymy a desire to learn. When teachers are so strictly controlled and

regulated by centralised and standardized curriculum, the ability to be creative, to present

a rich, full, engaging, and exciting curriculum becomes seriously compromised (Cullen &

Shaldon, 2003; Lankshear, n.d.; Lewison et aI., 2002; Luke, 1998; Luke & van

Kraayenoord,1998).

Experience-based learning is an essential motivation. To really motivate children

to learn, real world experiences from within the classroom and beyond are necessary.

Learning is facilitated best by topic learning where first-hand experience is connected.

Respecting what children bring to school is vital to learning. It is a serious crisis when

home, school, and life literacies are separated. It must be recognized that the process of
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learning in school is a continuation of a process that begins naturally and infollllally at

home and within communities. It is crucial to develop a link between home and school

(Atlantic Provinces Education Foundation, 2002; Boldt, 2006; Comber, 1998b; Cullen &

Shaldon, 2003; Lo Bianco & Freebody, 1997).

Cultural contexts and connections cannot be ignored. Too often, educators feel

tremendous pressure to cover curriculum and prepare students for standardized tcsts. In

the rush and panic, we forget who our students are and even minimize their capacity to

learn and contribute. According to Delpit (2003), " ...we must learn who our children arc

thcir lived culture, their interests, and their intellectual, political, and historical legacies"

(p. 20). When educators blindly follow the path to standardized testing and ignore who

their students are and what they bring, they can fall into a trap of believing some students

cannot learn. Delpit (2003) writes, "Only a consciously devised, continuous program that

develops vocabulary in the context of real expericnces, provides rigorous instruction,

connects new information to the cultural fi'ameworks that children bring to school, and

assumes that the children are brilliant and capable, and teaches accordingly, can"(p. 17).

When learners do not perceive themselves to be successful readers and writers,

there are long-tellll negative consequences. According to Lo Bianco & Frecbody (1997)

whcn learners think they are poor readers and writers, future educational activities are at

risk. Adults have incredible difficulty moving past their negative self-perception cven

when they are actually capable. If their memories of earlier learning experiences are

viewed as failures they face huge obstacles in their adult years in literacy activities.
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Without early, positive motivational literacy experiences, learners will actively avoid

literacy in the future (pp. 81- 82).

In order to foster learning, we must promote and encourage relationships,

interdependence, and independence. At every age and stage, there must be opportunities

to read aloud, paI1icipate in shared and guided reading, and independent reading. There

should be individual, paired, small, and large group involvement. Shared reading helps

readers learn how language works. It presents an opportunity for the reader to ask

questions about things that might not make sense or do not sound quite right. Literacy

cannot only be about the individual. It must also be about others and the environment and

all of the things that come together in an intricate caring community. Apprenticeship and

peer learning can be very effective and motivational. Learning from one another,

cooperating and collaborating, is invaluable (Atlantic Canada Professional Development

Resource, 2002; Atlantic Provinces Education Foundation, 2002; Baker et aI., 1997;

Fountas & Pinnell, 1996; Lankshear, n.d ; Lemke, 2005).

Another necessary ingredient to motivation and learning is interactivity. Fountas

& Pinnell (1996) write that learning is a social practice.Childrenneedfi'equent

opportunities to work with pairs and small groups and will understand better when they

have an opportunity to talk with others while learning (p. 43). Many of our daily

encounters are interactive. Mimicking this in the elassroom is another motivational tool.

According to Lo Bianeo & Freebody (1997), literacy learning environments must be

highly interactive. They must also be collaborative (p. 73). Schools must collaborate with

families to enhance the learningcnvironment for all. There is tremendous valuc in family
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and community participation in literacy education (p. 76). In my experience it can

occasionally be a challenge to convince family members they are welcome in the school

and are valued members of the school community. The non-judgmental, calm, inviting

presence ofa dog, which will be explained in detail in Chapter Three, can act as a bridge

to family members and create a more welcoming space for people previously reluctant to

enter. FUl1her, in Chapter Three, the beneficial collaboration between a reader and a

therapy dog is explored.
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Chapter Three

Review of the Literature: The."apy Dogs, Reading Therapy Dogs

Introduction

Dog-assisted reading is a relatively new practice; however, therapy dogs have bccn

helping humans for decades. This chapter reviews the literature on therapy dogs

gcnerally, and reading dogs, specifically. Pal1 One: Therapy Dogs reviews the litcrature

that supports the therapeutic benefits a dog provides and explores therapy dogs in a wide

variety of settings and purposes. Part Two: Reading Therapy Dogs specitically examines

the potential ofa child-dog relationship to help struggling readers.

Part One: Therapy Dogs

Although animal assisted activities and therapy are not limited only to dogs, the focus in

this writing will be on dogs. People who own or love dogs do not need research to

validate the physical, emotional, and spiritual lift the presence ofa dog can bring.

However, for people who have not had the pleasure of the companionship of a dog, the

research is powerful and convincing. Buoyed by this research, the increasing use of

therapy dogs in hospitals, full time care facilities, libraries, and schools is enriching

peoples' lives. Dogs help us feel loved and supported. They help us to heal and to learn.

The list of ways dogs help humans is long and growing.

Simply petting a dog has profound benefits for humans. Cesar Millan (2007)

writes about the release of beneficial h0ll110neS like prolactin, oxytocin, and phenyl

ethylamine that are released within minutes of petting a dog (p. 242). Pardy-Ghent (2009)
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writes about humans' blood pressure lowering while holding or petting an animal. Stress,

tension, feelings of loneliness and depression are also reduced when humans interact with

animals (pp. 67-68). Connecting with nature is critical to our well-being. Bonding with a

dog reinforces our connection to the environment. According to onnan (2006), the

positive effects of nature are numerous. After operations, patients heal quicker when they

have a view of trees instead of blank walls. They also need less pain medication. Hospital

patients feel less anxiety when they have plants around. Children's hyperactivity can be

tempered when they are given access to nature (pp. 16-17). Davis et al. (2008) also refer

to this important connection that teaching must be about creating something new through

relationships. It is critical to meet up with each other, our pasts, and the environment (p.

13). I believe dogs have a tremendous offering in helping us make these meaningful

connections.

Animal Assisted Therapy (AAT) comes in many forms and benefits countless

people and populations. According to Chandler (200 I), it was in 1962 that the first

documented integration of animal-assisted therapy into clinical psychology was credited.

Child psychologist, Boris Levinson, brought his dog Jingles to some of his therapy

sessions. With his dog present, he made easier progress with a patient (p. I). Dogs have

been instrumental in improving the quality of lives for the elderly, patients with terminal

illnesses, hospital patients, children, people affected by disasters, inmates in correctional

facilities, people affected by seizures, and patients in psychotherapy sessions.
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Dogs and Elder Care

According to Granger and Kogan (2006), animal interactions with the elderly have

proven physiological benefits like decreased blood pressure and increased survival rate of

coronary care patients (p. 271). Yet, there are mueh more than physical benefits. Granger

and Kogan (2006) explain that the elderly have an improved sense of self-worth when

they feed, walk, or brush animals. This care of animals helps increase self-respect as well

as a feeling of independence (p. 271). As well, communication skills are enhanced with

the use of AAT. Granger and Kogan (2006) add that social interaction is improved with

the presence of an animal. Elderly patients have more opportunities to practice their social

skills when in the company of an animal because the presence of the animal makes the

communication situation feel less threatening. In the face of memory deficits, nonvcrbal

communication becomes even more important (p. 271). The nonverbal acceptance and

communication of animals is highly beneficial.

Dog therapy not only benefits the patients in nursing homcs, but also has profound

impacts on the staff. Bcck and Katcher (1996) write about the often depressing and

demoralizing feeling staff can have sometimes when working in institutions where no one

is really expected to improve. However when dogs arrive they help staff fcel more

optimism that inspires them to treat the patients better (p. 130). Another challenge for

elderly patients in care is often the lack of visitors and family contacts. Visits fj'om a dog

operate two-fold. One, they are exposed to visitors both eanine and human, but Beck and

Kateher(1996) explain that animals can serve as a replacement for grandchildren who do
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not visit. Or, even better, the presence of the animal may encourage some grandchildren

to visit more frequently (p. 131).

Dogs Helping Humans Cope With Mobility Illness and Death

Dogs have long been of service to people with vision impainnents and a multitude

of mobility challenges and physical issues. Dogs restore a sense of independence to

people who have often had to rely on others to meet their basic needs. Sakson (2009)

writes of the whole host of commands dogs can learn to help humans. Dogs can pick up a

dropped wallet, turn off and on lights, push elevator buttons, bring medication, and

retrieve clothing for their human pal1ners to be able to get dressed and so much more.

These kinds of jobs would otherwise have to be done by a family member, nurse, or hired

caretaker. The dog gives freedom to someone who otherwise may not have been able to

be on their own for any amount of time. Besides these physical aids, they provide

companionship and fill emotional needs too (pp. 107-108).

Therapy dogs have proven to be lifesavers with people who suffer from seizures.

Dogs have an incredible calming ability with people who have fi'equent seizures. Dogs

will stay close by their human during a seizure standing or lying next to the person

sometimes licking their face or hands during and after the seizure. ot knowing when a

seizure will occur creates intense anxiety in a person. Originally, service dogs were

trained to help people cope with a seizure. This practice led to the discovery that dogs can

anticipate a seizure that allows the person to prepare. This warning actually led to a

reduction in the frequency of seizures presumably because the person, knowing they were

about to have a seizure, became less anxious (Hart, 2006; Sakson, 2009).
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Animal assisted therapy has been instrumental for people with a tenninal illness.

According to Granger and Kogan (2006) the unconditional acceptance an animal shares

helps caretakers provide better support to their patients. Death makes most people

uncomfortable and, even though unintentional; caretakers can sometimes increase anxiety

and fear in their patients. A dog's presence calms both the caretaker and the patient

allowing a person with a terminal illness to work through his or her feelings (p. 272).

Further, Granger and Kogan (2006) add that a patient with a terminal illness can be

helpfully distracted fi'om his or her own illness when caring for another living creature.

Animals can help patients feel less fear, despair, loneliness, andstress. Hospital patients

benefit from the nonjudgmental presence ofa dog. After an illness or accident, physical

differences can make the patient feel self-conscious. Often patientswillsensethatthese

changes may make other people uncomfortable. Holding or petting a living creature helps

people to relax and feel enjoyment (pp. 272- 273).

Therapy Dogs International has several programs designed to be of service and

therapy to people. One of these programs is called The Final Visit. This program is meant

to help people with the grieving process. The connection with the Therapy dog and

handler is sometimes made during visits in the patient's final stages of life. The Final

Visit involves requesting a Therapy dog team come to the funeral home. With

unconditional love, a mournful atmosphere can be lightened, and a sense of peace brought

to individuals during a difficult time. Family members are consoled by the steady and

unwavering companionship provided by a dog. It can be very comforting to stroke the fur
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of a serene dog. This can be a consoling experience for the family members and friends as

well as the Therapy dog team (Therapy Dogs International, 200ge).

Dogs and Children

There are many benefits of animal assisted activity and animal assisted therapy in

schools and for children. Children are beller equipped to control and regulate their own

behaviour when engaged in Animal Assisted Therapy. Children are able to express their

love while also learning empathy toward other living creatures. When children have

success in animal assisted therapy sessions, their self-esteem improves which boosts their

confidence and makes approaching new tasks easier. Animals not only hold children's

attention, but also direct it outward in a learning setting where therapy animals are

present. It is critical to calm a child first. Agitation and aggTession diminish when their

attention is focused and directed outward. Obviou ly this focus then creates a bcttcr

environment for teaching and learning. Animal assisted therapy dramatically impacts

children who suffer aggression or who are troubled emotionally and adolescents who

have severe learning difficulties. Youth experience less agitation and are lcss aggressive

when exposcd to animal assistcd thcrapy. They cooperate better with their tcachers, are

enthusiastic and engaged in their learning, and are better able to control their behaviour in

a regular classroom setting (Beck & Katcher, 1996; Granger & Kogan, 2006; Hart, 2006).

Angcr issues seem more and more common in today's classrooms. Dogs can be

instrumental anger management consultants. Harbolt and Ward (as cited in Fine 2006)

discuss Project Second Chance where teenage offenders are paired with shelter dogs who

are being given a second chance to be adopted. As a result, the youth learn empathy,
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kindness, and the acceptance of responsibility. Inevitably, they learn that compassion and

consistency are much more effective for training dogs rather than aggression and anger

(p.195).

Children who are forced to flee their homes to escape abuse can benefit from

therapy dogs. Therapy Dogs International offers a program called Shelters where dogs

and handlers visit shelters. The program is best explained through a conversation between

a teenage boy and a handler.

'Why do you come here?' asked a teenage boy as he was petting a Therapy

Dog with both hands.

'How do you feel when you pet my dog?' answered the dog's handler.

The boy smiled, 'I feel good.'

'That's why we come.' (Therapy Dogs International, 2009f).

A fi'iendly paw can be a welcome distraction. Counsellors arc present during the visits

because often, while petting the dogs, people are able to share their stories. The dogs offer

unconditional love and support while the handlers support the dogs (Therapy Dogs

International,2009f).

Dogs and Trauma

The reality of the violence some children experieneewhileatschool is

devastating. Dogs have even been a comfort to children after school shootings. For

example, Cindy Ehlers of Eugene, Oregon took her dog, Bear, to schools traumatized by

school shootings. In 1998, they attended Thurston High School and again in 1999 to

Columbine High School in Littleton, Colorado (Chandler, 2001, p. I). Similarly, Therapy
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Dogs International offers a program called Disaster Stress Relie{where dogs have been a

tremendous comf0I1 and support during disasters. The first experience for Therapy Dogs

International took place after the Oklahoma City bombing. About twenty dogs and their

handlers responded after the bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal building in 1995.

This, their first experience working in a ten'orist situation, proved the importance and

necessity of having therapy dogs available for people affected by disaster (Therapy Dogs

International,2009d).

Family Assistance Centers were set up after September 11,2001 for people who

lost loved ones or suffered injury or a loss ofpropel1y. Therapy Dogs International

members and their Therapy Dogs volunteered at these centers in New York City, Jew

York, Liberty State Park in Jersey City, New Jersey, and in Washington, D.e. While

people are still in shock, it is often the presence of the dog that allows them to talk. The

handler then is able to perfOl1l1 a triage service alel1ing the appropriate health care worker

to assist. Professionals, like police officers, for example, working through such disasters,

have their own pain and Therapy Dogs assist them too. The physical comfort derived

from hugging a dog can help a worker get through another minute, another hour. It was

the work that was done in Oklahoma City and after September 11,2001 that was the

impetus Therapy Dogs International to develop the Disaster Stress Relie{program. This

program was needed and used after Hurricane Katrina struck in October 2005 (Therapy

Dogs International, 2009d).
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Dogs in Prison Situations

Animals have proven to be invaluable in prison situations. Granger and Kogan

(2006) describe a very successful program that takes place at the Washington Correction

Center for Women (WCCW) in Gig Harbor, Washington. Working with Tacoma

Community College, shelter dogs are trained to be service dogs for people in the

community. The Prison Pet Partnership has three main benefits. The inmates have

improved self-esteem while also earning college credits and skills for the workplace.

Dogs that would have otherwise been euthanized now have a second chance. The

recipients of the service dog also benefit in life changing ways gaining independence and

companionship. To date, one hundred percent of the inmates who participated in the

program have found employment upon release. In the past three years, none of the people

who were involved in the Prison Pet Partnership have reoffended. Similar programs have

been developed in ewfoundland and Labrador with this one as the inspiration (Granger,

& Kogan, p. 274), including at inmate facilities in Clarenville, Stephenville, and Bishop's

Falls.

Dogs and Psychotherapy

Millions of people suffer fi"om invisibledisabilitie . Psyehiatric service dogs are

trained to paI1ner with persons living with mental health disabilities. Dogs can be trained

to assist people with disabilities like panic attacks, anxiety, or depression. The animal

becomes a safe zone enabling people to overcome obstacles keeping them from leaving

their houses, or being in crowded spaces. Psychiatric service dogs are becoming more

common. They can help someone refocus when not paying attention to surroundings and
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even bring handlers their medication (Becker, 2002; Esnayra, 2007; Wall work, 2007).

Dogs learn to display an unusual behaviour when his or her human partner shows

symptoms of mental illness. Each dog's behaviour varies from nudging an elbow to

whining or nibbling a handler's fingers. One of the primary functions of a dog is to help

the human build insight into his or her own mental illness. The dog reacts to changes in

the handler that allows the handler to better regulate his or her reactions and behaviours.

A psychiatric service dog is used in combination with an existing mental health treatment

plan not as a replacement for it (Becker, 2002; Esnayra, 2007; Wall work, 2007).

Establishing a bond under any circumstance can be challenging. In a situation

between a therapist and patient, it is often very difficult especially if the patient is

attempting to reveal very private or painful events. Animals help people feel safe, loved,

and wOl1hwhile which makes them invaluable in therapy. A dog can be instrumental in

assisting the patient and therapist to be more relaxed. The presence of an animal in a

therapy session makes the session feel less threatening. The unconditional acceptance a

dog provides opens doors for a patient. Holding or stroking an animal helps patients

remember and share infonnation about their past (Beck & Katchcr, 1996; Wilkcs, 2009).

To be able to confide in someone and to have privacy protected are very important

qualities in a friend, family member, or therapist. Words can be a barrier. Words have

been a major cause of depression and hopelessness in manypatientswhichmakes it

difficult to approach people. Animals bridge the gap because there is no fear of being hurt

by an animal's words. When there is no trust, it is often impossible to reveal one self.

Dogs are invaluable for this reason too. Children gravitate toward dogs because oflhe
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confidentiality and not needing to fear the dog will repeat anything said. A child

appreciates the sympathetic listening ear of a dog and is especially comf0l1ed by the fact

that a dog cannot tell (Beck & Katcher, 1996; Mallon, 1994).

The presence ofa dog is not only beneficial to the patient, but the therapist

experiences benefits too. Physiologically the staff involved with dogs experience changes.

Barker, Kniseley, McCain, and Best (2005), inspired by observing healtheare workers

smiling, petting, talking to, and briefly playing with therapy animals, completed a pilot

study with twenty health care workers. Optimally, forty-five minutes with a therapy dog

produced dramatically lower stress levels through measurements of serum and salivary

cortisol levels; although even after five minutes with a therapy dog, stress levels

decreased (pp. 715, 722, 726). In addition to the physiological benefits, therapists simply

felt better too. According to Wilkes (2009), psychologists rep0l1ed feeling more

comforted, grounded, relaxed, productive, softer, and creative when in the presence ofa

therapyanimal(p.86).

Dog therapy, generally, has been life changing and life saving for countless people

in numerous different environments. The power of a dog to support us in times of need is

an incredible gift. Part Two will explore specifically how dog therapy can be

implemented to benetit readers.

Part Two: Reading Therapy Dogs

Learning to read is crucial. The elementary school curriculum demands print-based

alphabetic literacy and it is an essential component of successful engagement with the

contemporary world. Assessment practices across grades and subjects most often stem
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from and assume a certain level of reading and writing. In the Atlantic Canada

Professional Development Resource (2002), which shapes the English Language Arts

programs in Atlantic Canada, it is stated that every subject area at every grade level

requires reading. Especially at the early grades, school success is equated with reading

success. How well a child is reading by the end of grade three is a huge predictor of the

success he or she will have in school (p. 5). Therefore, when a student struggles with

reading, they are at a huge disadvantage in every subject. If a student cannot read

directions, their likelihood of success is greatly diminished. The means of communicating

knowledge in schools relies greatly on reading and writing. When literacy capabilities arc

inadequate, access to knowledge across the entire curriculum is compromised. Long term

SUpp011 across all ages and all areas oftheeulTieulum is essential.

Sadly, reading is also competitive from an early age. By grade one many children

realize the educational "value" assigned to the letter on their book. Their reading levels

arc visible and thereisaquick and painful division of who is reading and at what level.

Schools and society generally do not always fairly reward talent and effort. Early reading

and writing is important, but other qualities must also count. In schools, there is often a

hierarchy of talents - print-literacy based academics first and then others like music,

athletic ability, and visual art might also be valued. Even within literacy, alphabetic

literacy eclipses other forms. There is a hierarchy that labels students and their abilities as

valued ornot valued. Caution must be exercised when alphabetic literacy is placed on Cl

pedestal over all other capabilities, knowledge, and interests. To incorporate other modes

like singing or drawing, not only do wc show appreciation and value of other capabilities,
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it also positively impacts how well we read and make sense of what we have read

(Comber, 1998b; Gale & Densmore, 2000; Lemke, 2005; Lo Bianeo & Freebody, 1997).

By placing such a heavy emphasis on alphabetic literacy, we counteract the important

emotional aspect of education discussed in Chapter Two. If children are led to believe

that without a strong ability in alphabetical literacy, they are less likely to succeed, wc

have laid a frightening foundation for their future. Teaching Grade Six, I have met many

sad children who have been labeled non-readers, or weak readers and their other talents

and abilities have been overlooked.

Meaningful engagement with the text is critical for reading skills to develop and

what it means to engage meaningfully is different for everyone. When children read to

dogs, often, they look for books about dogs. According to Luke and Freebody (1999), an

integral practice learners must perfol1n is to analyze texts critically, realizing that they

characterize particular points of view while silencing others (p. 5). Children inherently

know about connection and inclusion. Children believe dogs will be more interested in

books about themselves. Feeling a sense of belonging is critical to themselves so it must

also be so for dogs. Seeking out books about dogs so they feel represented opens a door to

critical literacy - challenging curriculums, and its related book lists that arc not

representative of variety and diversity. Children can learn to question and challenge texts

that exclude them or their families. Children seem to know this before we try to teach it.

This revelation while with a dog can be reinforced so children continue to look for

themselves in the texts they sec.
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The R.E.A.D. (Reading Education Assistance Dogs) program, as outlined in the

next chapter, has rep011ed that interaction with an animal often helps a child forget their

limitations. Low self-esteem sometimes halts a child from reading with a human. The

same child will more willingly read with an animal. Rather than sitting with an adult,

often being constantly corrected, children with a dog have increased confidence and arc

more willing to take a risk. While a dog listens quietly, there is no risk of over-correction

and a child can proceed at her or his own pace. This helps correct the problem that

Hargreaves (2006) writes about. Children's confidence improves in the presence ofa dog

because the reader need not fear being criticized or corrected (p. I).

The benefits from reading aloud are high, but so too is the stress - especially when

reading in the classroom or to an adult. When in the presence of a dog, this stress

diminishes. Stress is reduced when in the presence ofa mellow companion animal. This is

evident from physiological measures. There is a reduction in heart rate and lowered blood

pressure that would indicate that a dog could help temper stressful situations. When a

child reads aloud in an animal assisted therapy session, blood pressure and heart rate

lower. Even a trip to the doctor or similar stressful situation is proven less stressful when

in the company of a dog (Friesen, 20 I0; Jalongo et al., 2004; Kaymen, 2005.

Traditional forms of reading instruction and intervention strategies are not

reaching many readers. It can be very stressful and intimidating to read aloud to adults

when it is difficult and challenging. On the other hand, students who are reading at or

above b'Tade level still might not feel challenged, excited or enthused about reading. It

would be wise to find alternative methods to reach all children. In my experience, many
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struggling readers continue to struggle despite traditional interventions. And, even many

children who are not having diftlculty repOli that they do not enjoy the experience of

reading. Nothing changes if nothing changes and we owe it to our children to try options.

The presence of a dog can greatly diminish the feeling of intimidation that is present

when a child reads only to another human. It also would add an element of excitement,

companionship and challenge to a child not experiencing technical reading difficulties but

looking for something more from reading. All paliies involved in dog assisted reading

programs fi'om the reader to the caregiver to the teachers, and literacy specialists, all

report positive reactions. They af,rree that it is helpful, fun, and less intimidating to read to

a dog than to read in a group or to another person (Hargreaves, 2006; Kaymen, 2005).

Increased confidence and self-esteem are two huge benefits that dog-assisted

reading programs can produce, but maybe most important is the element we generally

lose as we age - fun! Comber (1998b) writes about the pleasure principle in relation to

literacy. Some teachers are seeking pleasurable literacy experiences with positive results

(p. 19). Dog-assisted reading programs boast a high pleasure factor. One participant, as

Bueche (2003) repolis, said it best: "But, best of all, the students regard reading with their

canine companion as fun. As one second grader in a canine reading therapy session said,

'I really scared that big black dog the other day!' 'How?' asked the volunteer. 'I read him

a ghost story,' the child replied" (p. 46). Learners are usually more engaged when

learning is playful. According to Davis et al. (2008), an important element considered by

employees in workplace satisfaction is play. When creativity, innovation, and problem

solving are present in the workplaee there is a much greater level of contentment and
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engagement at work (p. 84). Kaymen (2005) writes that animal assisted therapy

P3l1icipants - children, teachers, and earegivers - all a!,'Tee the program is fun and exciting

(p. 33). In addition, Kaymen (2005) states that the act of reading is enjoyable when done

with a dog because it is a different and new experience (p. 34).

According to HalTington (n.d.), many adults can recall a feeling of dread when as

a child they were asked to read aloud in class. For some, this can develop into a serious

problem called alileracy where students develop basic reading skills, but dislike, or refuse

to read (p. I). Teaching grade six, I have met many students who fit this description.

They are turned off reading because most of their experiences have been negative and

stressful. Harrington (n.d.) also states that when a reader feels afraid, shy, or embarrassed

to read, the best way to correct the problem is through a fun, empowering environment (p.

I).

Many educators might think that being in the presence of a dog would cause less

focus and students would be less engaged in reading. The opposite is actually true.

Research shows that students who read with dogs were more engaged, focused and alert

than they were at other times. According to learning theory, it is more likely for an

activity to reoeeur when it is pleasurable and self-reinforcing. It is a powerful ripple effect

that the more students read, the greater their confidence and skill level. Ifchildren find

the experience of reading with a dog to be enjoyable, they will be more encouraged to

read and the more they read the better they get and so on. The amount of reading students

complete directly influences their achievement (Kaymen, 2005; Kruger & Serpell, 2006;

Kuhn et aI., 2006).
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Love, admiration, and trust are essential qualities found in a relationship between

a human and an animal. The bond between an animal and human benefits both and is a

reciprocal interaction. The unconditional love a dog can bring litis people up and helps

them feel accepted and loved. Unlimited understanding spills fi'om a wide-eyed, silent,

attentive animal. Often the children who need this understanding the most are thc least

understood. A dog will not judge or criticize. Because of the nonjudgmental environment

present when children interact with dogs, the interaction is much more natural and likely

to occur especially with children with injured self-esteem. The likelihood of a child with

low self-estcem reading in this nonjudgmental environment is much greater. It has been

my experience that many students who struggle with reading face judgment fi'om their

peers, teachers, and families. Their already low self-esteem plummets dangerously with

traditional reading interventions (Granger & Granger, n.d.; Melson, 200 I; ewlin, 2003).

Collaboration is vital for support to be successful. For example, thereisa

beautiful report about two shelters joining forces to help each other in need. Bideawee

Animal shelter in New York provides reading support to a homeless shelter. Children at

the shelter read to a once homeless dog. Learning to read takes a back seat when you are

worried about where you will sleep and if you will have food. With the loving support of

a dog, children are temporarily distracted !Tom the stress of living in a shelter (Bideawee,

2007).

It is disturbing when students are seen as inherently lacking which is often the

case in our school system. Gale and Densmore (2000) write that, often, students must
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qualify for support by demonstrating formally that they lack basic skills (p. 12).

Additionally, according to Philpott (2002), students in Newfoundland and Labrador must

be formally assessed and identified with exceptionality before services may begin to

support them through the learning process. The Department of Education has diagnostic

criteria for each category of exceptionality they have outlined (p. 3). It is incredibly

frustrating for educators and unfair to leall1ers when there are additional human resources

in a school like Special Education teachers who may only work with those students on

their formally identified "list". It is time for change. Any child, and I would argue every

child, needs extra support at some time or another throughout his or her education. In the

instance of reading, some children may benefit from a few sessions with a dog while

others may require longer time frames. There needs to be flexibility and open aeccss. A

dog ,·vill not care if a child has a label or not; they will happily sit and be read to by any

one child who showers them with affection and kindncss.

Along with the kindness a dog will unconditionally providc, being around them

tcaches us to be more patient and kind. According to Melson (200 I), animals around

children can help the child become more gentle and considerate (p. 76). Further, Melson

(2001) writes that with school-based violence rcported more frequently, teaching rcspect

for animals also teaches kindness and helps temper some of the rage some studcnts are

bringing to school (p. 193). Patience is also learned while children observe the handler

with her or his dog. Watching the handler while he or she is patient and calm can help a

child learn these same values. According to Sakson (2009), West Virginia started a

Golden Rule Assistance Dog Program where "at-risk" teens worked with golden
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rctrievers training them to be service dogs. The teens were fascinated by the dogs and

werc more than willing to help with their training. When the dogs wcre puppies, thc youth

began working with them and continued for two years. The youth learned "emotion

rcgulation" - when to be stern and when to be overflowing with praise. The childrcn

learned patience, kindness, and praise, all from working with a dog (Sakson, p. 104).

With schools and administrators being challenged to deliver effective anti-bullying

programs, dog-assisted reading would have a ripple effect into many othcr areas. Alrcady,

programs likc Roots a/Empathy are showing incredible promise. I think the grcatcr thc

range and availability of programs promoting empathy, the bettcr progress we will make

in addressing issues of bullying.

Another beautiful possibility for pal1icipants in dog-assistcd reading programs is

the opp0l1unity for mentorship. Ofien, traditional reading intervcntion strategies involve

pcrmanentpull out scenarios where children serve an educationaI 'life sentence' for an

carly childhood reading challenge. Once identificd as struggling in learning, it sccms too

frequently that the situation for a student is deemed hopeless. According to Lo Bianco

and Freebody (1997), early literacy education cannot be viewed as a vaccine that will

protcct against future difficulties. Literacy development must be ongoing. Opportunities

must be provided to learners for on-going literacy developmcnt and educators must bc

cognizant of the fact that children Icarndifferently. All teachers must pay attention to

childrcn's growing literacy (pp. 107-108). With dog-assisted reading programs, therc is

this continued focus on literacy cven after a child may have improved their reading skill.

Rcading with a dog can have a huge impact on self-respect. The SHARE a Book program
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works with teachers, reading specialists, and librarians in fovato, California. According

to Harrington (n.d.), roles can change within the program. The reader becomes the teacher

when asked to explain to his or her canine partner what was just read (p. 2). In my

experience, students with reading difficulties are diagnosed and then set up for special

education intervention a few times a cycle and remain there throughout their entire

primary and elementary experience. The dog-assisted reading program at Alderman

Elementary School in Wilmington, C has had tremendous success. Newlin (2003)

writes that most students improve their reading levels by at least two grade levels over a

school year. Many do so well that they become mentors and help other children. They

bring them to the library, introduce them to the dogs, and help them choose books (p. 43).

By being a mentor, their literacy development continues.

Some readers who struggle have the money to hire a private tutor or to attend

costly after-school programs where they can get individual or small group support that

might be helpful in their reading development. I have had some students who have

experienced some success with private tutors, or other private for-profit programs. Yet,

many students who struggle with reading cannot avail of services such as these. With

dog-assisted reading programs, the expensive barriers previously mentioned are greatly

reduced. Dogs and handlers volunteer their time. For example, the SHARE a book

program offers free sessions at the library. Most often a dog-assisted reading program is

offered through a school or library so access is more easily available to more children.

According to Bueche (2003), the READ program is open to anyone (p.46).
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Communication is critical in order to begin to understand children's needs.

Students enter classrooms with differing capacities to communicate. Schools do not takc

into account these differences. Schools often do not find a way for things to be donc

differently so a child can communicate her or his needs. Kaymen (2005) writes about onc

particular student who frequently refused to speak to anyone and recovery from this was

often impossible. The trigger for his withdrawal was usually unknown. Incvitably hc

would end up at the office. There, the student would sit unresponsive for hours. The

guidance counsellor happened to have her dog with her at work one day and whcn thc

dog, Peter, entered the office, he nosed the student's clbow. Thc student respondcd by

cuddling up on the floor with Peter and sobbing. Ten minutes later the student was able to

return to class and the teacher reported that the rest of the day wcnt well. The studcnt's

future behaviour was restructured based on this positive cxpcricnce (pp. 16-17). Too

often, in school, thcre is such a limited view on how communication should appcar (Galc

& Densmore, 2000; Kaymen, 2005).

Often there are children in classrooms who are always alone or who are rarcly

embraced by other students. The presence of a dog acts as an icebreaker and brings

children together who might not have otherwise interactcd. Reading therapy with a dog

would allow for closeness with another being, thereby bringing back a sense of

togetherness in the learning and reading experience. To hclp crcate a climate whcre

differences are honourcd and celebrated, a dog can be instrumental. Zorn & BoleI' (2007)

write about the emotional distance between people that is often caused by differences of

culture and class (p. 139). Dogs help level the playing field. According to Jalongo et al.
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(2004), the goals of inclusion are often supported well with the presence of trained

therapy dogs and service dogs. A child without disabilities was ten times more likely to

interact with another student who had disabilities when a dog was with the student rather

than alone (p. 10). The dog gives the student cultural capital and a bridge to others. Faver

and Bradley (2009) write that animals allow us to be ourselves and in so doing can help

people find their voice. They adjust to our emotions and stay connected which helps to

relax and to diminish fear of being judged or abandoned (p. 26). Dogs do not care about

rank. They simply delight in one's presence. Children, especially, deserve this open

acceptance. Since many children find being with a dog to be a positive emotional

experience, their word memory and recall would be enhanced when reading with a dog.

Boldt (2006) writes about the learning alliance that can happen between a teacher and

student when the teacher can hold the student's emotional expression, even and

especially, the negative feelings like anger (pp. 295-296). A dog can bear many negative

feelings and be actively empathetic thereby enhancing the learning environment.

According to Street (2003) curriculum can be so greatly enriched if we connect

formal education and "ordinary life" (p. 83). With dogs playing such a huge role in

families, for many, they are indeed a valued, appreciated, and respected part of "ordinary

life". Including them in our teaching practices would, for many, enrich learning. This

opportunity for enrichment is especially impol1ant when according to Stack (2006), thirty

seven percent of Canadian students said school is not a place they liketo go. It begs the

question of whether students will continue in their education ifschool is not a place they

want to be (p. 63). I think that this statistic is alarming, much more alarming than low
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standardized testing scores and yet it is not talked about or addressed. If we can make

school a more fulfilling and meaningful place to be, as is the intent of dog-assisted

reading programs, perhaps school would become a place that students would want to go.

Although this following example from ewlin (2003) takes place in a library, it has

implications for a classroom. ewlin (2003) writes about a second grade student reading

at a kindergarten level who used to drag himself into the library. He didn't like to read

and he had behavioural problems in the classroom. Within a month of reading with a dog

the student became very comfortable with one of the dogs and would pet the dog while he

read (p. 2). Simply seeing or petting a dog can transform attitudes and dispositions.

Chandler (200 I) outlines many benefits of AAA and AAT in the classroom. Goals

for students in school classrooms using AAT and AAA include:

Gaining knowledge about animals;

Learning humane animal care;

Motor and physical skill development through human-animal interactions;

Animal training;

Practicingdiscipline;

Incorporating an attitude of kindness and compassion;

Learning about nurturance;

Practicing loyalty and responsibility;

Experiencing human-animal bonding;

Learning responsible pet ownership; and

Learning AAT and AAA training and activities (p. 4).
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In school, our approaches to help reluctant readers often do the opposite of

helping a child improve. According to COI·belt (2009), much of the reading intcrvention

employed in school serves as a constant rcminder that reading is undesirable. Things likc

remedial exercises and work sheets attack the most vulnerable literacy learners. It is a

rcminder that the way the reader, his or her family, and his or her friends use language is

dcficicnt (p. 105). R.E.A.D. I has had great success improving reading while respecting

other key relationships. Jalongo et al. (2004) report all of the studcnts who participatcd in

R.E.A.D. ® for 13 months improved their reading. Some improved by two gradc levcls

while others improved as much as four grade levels (p. 10). These improvements

happened in fun, safe, friendly environments where children felt really good abollt

themselvcs. Along with improved reading, many childrcn found writing to their caninc

friend to be a big motivator and they ended up doing morc writing. Lo Bianco and

Frccbody (1997) state that composing meaningful texts is an imp0l1ant litcracy practicc

(p. 5). Within dog-assistcd reading programs, writing bccame an impol1ant component.

LaRose (2009) writes that childrcn participating in The Profcssor Dog program did plcnty

of writing after reading to their caring canine. Rather than write to imaginary pen pals,

children instead write to Or. Suede (their reading buddy). This follow-up to reading not

only strengthens their writing skills, but comprehension too. In such situations, thc

writing is often about the book they had read and included an explanation of what had

taken place, favourite characters, and more (p. I).

Several benefits of reading with dogs are reported by Intcnnountain Therapy

Animals (2009a). Their benefits include:
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Children have lower blood pressure and increased relaxation;

Children proceed ata self-detelll1ined pace;

Children are less intimidated than with their peers;

Children are not judged or ridiculed;

Children experience an attentive listener;

Great strides are made in reading and communication;

Self-esteem is increased;

Confidence is improved;

Children develop social skills;

Performance improves in other subjects; and

Attendance improves (Intermountain Therapy Animals, 2009a).

With our world being destroyed by our actions, we need to think differently about

what is imp0l1ant and reflect that importance in our schools. According to Pattnaik

(2004), it is imperative that children understand the contributions of animals to the

ecosystem. Wc need to lead children to make a commitment to preserve the world's

environment, including animals. When only academics arc emphasized, schools have

reneged on their responsibility to prepare socially and environmentally responsible

individuals (p.97). Encouraging bonds with dogs at an early age will hclp children

develop stronger attachments to our earth and all its inhabitants.

Conclusion

It is impossible to dispute the imp0l1anee of learning to read. Without reading skills, most

of today's curriculum is unattainable. Beyond that, many people feel a sense of relaxation
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and pleasure from reading. We need to take seriously the deficits in our current reading

intervention strategies. The benefIts of dog-assisted reading programs go far beyond

learning to read. The potential positive side effects should not bc ignored. In our

classrooms, we need more love, acceptance, and hope. There is potential for dogs to fill a

huge void. We need more space for laughter and smiles. The next chapter will examine

several existing programs and how they can help us create happy, hopeful schools.
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Chapter FoUl'

Review of Existing P,'ograms

Introduction

The previous chapter examined the numerous benefits of dog-assisted reading. Based on

these benefits, there are several dog-assisted reading programs currently used throughout

011h America. This chapter will review many of these programs that connect to the

previously reviewed literature and that would enhance readers' lives not only with respect

to their reading development but, as established in the previous chapter, also their

development of empathy, ecological concern and connection, and social skills. While

there are a variety of dog-assisted reading programs currently used in schools and

libraries around the world, as yet there is none for children in Newfoundland and

Labrador.

Although similar in many ways, each program reviewed here is unique. This

chapter will explore in detail seven programs, focusing on: geographic origin, governing

agency, criteria for volunteers, program benefits, and program limitations. A discussion

of the benefits, in particular, will highlight the importance ofa dog-assisted reading

program for students in Newfoundland and Labrador. A comparison of several programs

will help to shape better what might constitute a program tor children in Newfoundland

and Labrador, the focus of Chapter Five. In addition to these seven programs, in the

appendix, there are brief summaries offive other programs. While lhere is not yet enough

information on these five programs to warrant a full review here in this chapter, including
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them in the appendix indicates the variety and abundance of programs currently in usc

and indicates the need for further research to validate the effectiveness of each program.

Togcther the numbers also speak to the fact that many organizations are taking thc grcat

idea of children reading to dogs and developing programs specific to thcir needs.

Most of the programs revicwcd in this chapter are exclusively reading programs,

but one, in paI1icular, Green Chimneys, encompasses and embraces learning in a much

broader sense. It will be the first program to be reviewed. While it is not a reading

program specifically, its philosophy, success, and programming can be a vision for the

possibilities that exist with dog-assisted reading programs. It serves as a strong

introduction and argument for the power of the connection between humans, nature, and

animals. The next four programs are currently offered in Canada. The final two programs

to be thoroughly reviewed, while not currently offered in Canada, are valuable to review.

Since there is limited research available to validate empirically the power of reading with

a dog, the final two programs are included because they include such research. The first,

Sit Stay Read', has been studied extensively through the dissertation by Corinne Smith.

This dissel1ation provides important infoll11ation on the benefits of dog-assisted reading

and some statistical analysis of reading improvement. Finally, the Sf-fARE a Book

program has also been analysed to assess the difference in children's reading levels

before and after the program.
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Green Chimneys

Green Chimneys is a program operated in the town of Patterson, Putnam County,

NY. The founder of Green Chimneys is Samuel B. Ross, Jr., PhD. The program is not

limited to dogs and reading only, but includes a more comprehensive approach to learning

incorporating a variety of animals, plants, and nature. It sets the tone for a discussion of

why dogs and reading can work so well together.

Green Chimneys is the nationally renowncd, non-profit organization with a

mission of restoring possibilities and creating futures for children with cmotional,

behavioral, social and leamingchallenges through educational, therapeutic and

outreach services, while providing care for animals and nature, thereby

promoting a philosophy of dignity and worth for all living things. (Green

Chimneys, 2010)

Green Chimneys is considered a worldwidc leader in animal-assisted thcrapy and

activities. Mallon, Ross, Klee, and Ross (2006) write that the main campus of Green

Chilllneys Children's Services is a tcmporary homc for the 102 children and adolesccnts

and 80 day studcnts who live there with bamyard animals, domcstic companion animals,

and wildlife (p. 151). For over fifty years, human-animal interactions have bccn activcly

healing people in care at Green Chilllneys. The Ross Family purchased the farm in 1947

and, initially, the therapcutic benefit of the animals was not fully recognized. Ovcr timc,

this benefit was undeniable and the programs evolvcd and re-shaped into something big!

According to Mallon et al. (2006), the school developed in the early 1970s into a
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residential treatment centerthat specialized in the care of children with emotional and

behavioural needs. Children came with devastating backgrounds of abuse, homelessness,

family substance abuse, and behavioural and educational difficulties (p. 151). Green

Chimneys reaches children who are currently lost in traditional, public school settings.

Mallon et al. (2006) explain that although the organization has changed and evolved over

the years, the human-animal interactions have remained a focal point. The employees

know the impol1ance for the children, mainly from urban environments, to interact with

animals(p.151).

Ross (2011) details his experience building Green Chimneys and writes that, early

in its inception, outdoor education quickly became a way to change subjects children

thought were boring or hard into interesting and unforgettable lessons. Children became

observant, spontaneous, and more aware of the need to conserve and to protect naturc.

The more children learned about nature, the more connected they felt to it and the more

inclined they were to protect it (p. 174). As stated in Chapter Two, the importance of

bonding with the environment first in order to tcel compelled to protect it is instrumental.

If we are to expect our children to clean up the cnvironmentalmcss wc have madc, we

nced to ensure they feel a connection to Earth (Davis ct aI., 2008; Gruenewald, 2003a;

Gruenewald, 2003b; Melson, 200 I; orman, 2006; Pattnaik, 2004; Ross, 2011). This

objective is realized within the campus of Green Chimneys.

Ross (2011) also writes about the importance of love and attention as key

ingredients when working with children. Through these foci, children's spirits are boostcd

and thcy blossom when they feel valued. Through accomplishments in onc area, other
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areas then improve. It became another of Ross' goals to see that each child continually

had small accomplishments. A mantra persistently played in Ross' head of, "Who will

help these children if we don't?" (p. 28). This thought strongly informs the need for dog

assisted reading for children in our province. Currcntly there are many children not being

helped and we owe it to them to create flexible, loving, supp0l1ive programs that will

meet their needs.

Ross (20 11) writes about the non-discriminatory nature of animal companionship

mentioned earlier in this thesis. Henotcsthatanimalsseenodiffercnccbctweenchildrcn

who have been considered failures or those who have always reccived praise. Animals

bring out the best in humans. Because animals require constant care, we must cooperate

and respond to their needs. Through the various projects at Green Chil/lneys childrcn who

were once receivers of service become service providers. Self-estecm riscs as docs a

scnse of responsibility. The many residents of Green Chil/lneys who havc cxpcricnccd

violence see an alternative when the human-animal bond is encouragcd. As a rcsult,

relationships improve and the child who is helpcd at Green Chilllnevs then has a positivc

impact on his or her future relationships. The residcntial treatmcnt helps freechildrcn to

new possibilities who had previously been unduly limited because of severe learning

disabilities or trauma. One of the many goals of the program is to hclp childrcn dcvelop a

mastcry of self in any environment where they can control thcir cmotions, makc choiccs,

and develop basic life skills (pp. 216-218).

A program as beautiful as Green Chilllneys is not without its challenges. Mallon et

al. (2006) describe several issues. A huge opcration likc Green Chilllneys has a large staff
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and, as such, communication and collaboration is vital. Having consistent staff with the

necessary knowledge, experience, and enthusiasm is critical. Finding the right balancc

betwecn professionals, trained personnel, and volunteers can be a challenge (p. 153). Staff

issues are a challenge as are client issues. Mallon et al. (2006) write that scrcening is

completed when new clients alTive to find out about allergies, or a fear or dislike of

paI1icular animals. The physical well-being of clients is an ongoing concern so

cleanliness and infection control are paramount (p. 154). Animal selection is another

consideration and challenge. Mallon et al. (2006) explain that the animals must be

carefully selected. Factors to consider include zoning, health regulations, and geography.

Due to their size and location, Green Chimneys is well-suited to having animals in

residence, while other programs may need to consider animal visits only. Green

Chimneys has an administrative policy ensuring that all animals are healthy and

adequately vaccinated (pp. 154-155). There are financial costs to consider too and fund

raising initiatives are ongoing and constant. Being a non-pro tit organization makes

payroll budgeting a challenge too. While flexibility is imp011ant, so are structure,

consistency, and limits. Their recommendation for people looking to staI1 a program is to

staI1 small so that the costs are manageable. The cost for food, shelter, veterinarians,

grooming, and salaries will be overwhelming without adcquate funds. Liability is yet

another concern that can be addressed through safety plans and insurance (Mallon et aI.,

2006, pp. 155-156). With an open mind, proper preparation, and passionate coordinators,

obstacles can be overcome.
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The work Green Chimneys has done and continues to do is inspirational. Thc bond

bctween humans, nature, and animals has been instrumental for many ofthe students who

have overcome terrible adversity. The tireless en-orts of Dr. Ross and his staff servc as an

cxample to all educators as to the possibility and promise that lics within every studcnt.

Seeking alternative means of teaching, learning, and assessment must be ever-prcsent in

ordcr to meet the needs of every child in our care. The tremendous success of Green

Chimneys supports the potential that lies within dog-assisted reading programs and thc

importance of establishing such programs within our province.

The next fivc programs are specifically dog-assisted reading programs. Within

cach program, the main objective remains the same. Placing children within the prescncc

ofa non-judgmental, accepting dog eases their stress and fear related to reading. In turn,

children want to read more and by reading more, their reading improvcs. Second, as

stated in Chaptcr Two, reading aloud is an imp0l1ant component of skill developmcnt.

Reading aloud to a dog is the foundation of each of the following five programs. Third,

frcquent interruptions halt reading progress and ruin the fluency with which somconc

rcads. In each of these programs, thc dog is the main listener and while the handler may

intervene when absolutely necessary, it is not generally encouraged so that the rcading

experience is smooth. Fourth, all ofthcse pro!,'rams provide an emotional conncction that

shapes teaching and learning. The connection between the dogs and children is cmotional

as is the relationship between the handler and child. The connection between the handler

and dog is another emotional connection the reader gets to see as a positive aspect of

living and learning.
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There are many more qualities shared within these programs. An important factor

in literacy development is time spent with familiar othcrs. All of these programs happen

on a consistent basis, generally the same day and time of the week with the same dog and

handler. This consistency then increases motivation and positive emotions and makes

leallling more enjoyable and reading something the children want to re-visit. By working

with a dog, children are moved by the experiences of others and empathy develops. The

nature of all these programs is collaborative and interactive which, as discussed in

Chapter Two is a key part of learning. Within each program review there is also much

evidence that the program is fun, thus emphasizing another key element in learning.

Unlike current reading interventions in schools where students must qualify for

support, each of these programs is open to anyone with the desire to read to a dog.

Readers do not need to be inherently lacking to reap the rewards of reading to a dog. To

make it even more inclusive, there is no cost to children to participate in any of these

programs.

The order of programs reviewed will begin with the programs geographically

closest to Newfoundland and Labrador and most abundant in Canada and then farther

afield. The benefits of programs closer to home are many. One benefit is easier access to

support. However, even those programs farther afield have much to offer and their virtual

presence and support is very strong. Developing a program for Newfoundland and

Labrador may mean taking the very best of each of these programs as key ingredients in

establishing an effective homegrown program.
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Paws to Read

Pall's 10 Read is a dog-assisted reading program offered through Therapeutic Paws

of Canada. Judy Sauve is the founder of Therapeutic Paws of Canada (TPOC). As

director ofteam leaders she oversees tlfty team leaders throughout the country. The

program has an influential reach in Canada. There are teams in British Columbia, Ontario,

Quebec, ova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island. There are about five hundred volunteers

across the country, but many more are needed as waiting lists for people wanting services

are long.

Close to home, the Paws 10 Read program takes place in sites across Nova Scotia.

Collins (2008) reports that there are about 20 therapeutic dogs involved in the Pm\'s 10

Read program offered at libraries in North Sydney, Sydney and Glace Bay. She says that

the children indicate that the dogs are good listeners, do not interrupt and do not care if

they make a mistake (p. I). In addition to these Cape Breton-based programs, there is a

program in the Greater Halifax Municipality as well.

In the Pc/\\'s 10 Read program, Child Certified Therapy Dogs and handlers visit

schools and libraries to help students with reading. The children choose the books they

want to read to the dogs. As explored in Chapter Two, book self-selection is a critical part

of maintaining interest in reading. According to the International Reading Association

(2000), "Children who have access to varied sources of print materials in their

classrooms, school libraries, town libraries and at home, and who are allowed to choose

what they read, read more for pleasure and information"(p. 6). Children usually choose

stories they think the dog will like. Some examples of high interest books for children to
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read to dogs can be found in the appendix. Sometimes the dog's handler will help a child

ifhe or she is struggling with a word, but the handler's presence is generally

inconspicuous. Angus (2008) writes that the dog handler can offer help if a child is

frustrated, but that the interaction is primarily between the child and dog (p. 26). The dog

listens attentively. Rather than feeling intimidated or afraid of reading aloud the program

is especially beneficial for shy or weak readers, but, it is also good for any child who

wants to read to a canine friend.

While there is no cost to participants, schools, or libraries, there are fees

associated with the necessary evaluations, including the uniform (golfshirt for the

handler and vest for the dog) that is approximately $100. Handlers also must complete a

vulnerable persons police records check. There is also an exam for team leaders and

evaluators and a resume outlining experience with dogs must also be submitted.

Evaluations take place in a large room where walkers, wheelchairs, crutches, and canes

are required to ensure no adverse reactions from the dogs. Dogs and handlers that

participate in the PCllrs to Read program have proven their capabilities by successfully

completing the TPOC Therapy Dog Evaluation, demonstrating their commitment by

visiting for at least a year and also completing the Interaction With Children Evaluation

(Therapeutic Paws of Canada, n.d.). The criteria for this evaluation are inaccessible to the

general public as much of their information is restricted to members only and as such is

password protected. TPOC insists that dogs are well groomed before their visits to

schools and libraries and are up to date on health requirements. All dog and handler teams

are covered by liability insurance (Therapeutic Paws of Canada, n.d.).
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Through correspondence with Judy Sauve, it became clear that unf0I1unately, a

requirement to being involved with Paws 10 Read is having a dog (J. Sauve, personal

communication, April 10,2009). This eliminates some key volunteers who are eager to be

involved and would make excellent leaders. This may be the case with other programs

although it is not stated directly anywhere within the program information. This strict

criterion is limiting and exclusionary. Anyone who is passionate, infonlled, and interested

should be considered, especially when another limitation is the limited number of dogs

and handlers available. Opening the door to more volunteers would expand the program.

A common thread among all these programs is not enough dogs available to service the

need. This leaves an almost impossible task ofprioritizing who gets to read with the dog

and who gets left out.

One of the attractions of Paws 10 Read is the proximity of support available.

Being a Canadian agency with team leaders as close as ova Scotia makes it appealing,

with support an email.call.orshortflightaway.This is especially helpful tor training

support for startup. A fledgling program has to bear the costs oftrainers and program

overseers in the startup period. Since Newfoundland and Labrador has not had a dog

assisted reading program, ongoing suppol1 would be imperative. It is also very positive

that the program is accessible to all children and not only those who are struggling.

Sometimes the signs of a struggling, unhappy, or frustrated learner are not obvious so

having it accessible to all enables everyone.
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Reading Tails

Since 1883, St John Ambulance (SJA) has been of service in Canada providing

thcrapy dogs in hospitals and nursing homes. Canadians who are confined to hospitals,

nursing homes and special needs centres have the SUPP0I1 of SI. John Ambulance. Since

1996, through their therapy dog program, SI. John Ambulance volunteers and thcir dogs

bring joy and four-legged companionship to people through regular visits to hospitals,

palliative care units, senior's residences, schools, and day-care centres. More rccently, in

2003, they added dog-assisted reading to their repertoire. Reading Tails is a six-wcck

program that has been designed for children between the ages of 6 and II years. Thc tirst

pilot program began in Sudbury in April of2007, with five teams and 10 children

participating. The children experience twenty-minute reading sessions with the

companionship of a cel1ified SI. John Ambulance Therapy Dog. A child's dread is

rcplaccd with eager anticipation when a therapy dog is listening. The cnvironmcnt

changes and learning occurs. The children also make significant improvement in thcir

rcading and communication skills. Self-esteem, confidence and social skills also improvc

(St. John Ambulance, 2010).

Currently, the SI. John's branch of SI. John Ambulancc is not offcring Reading

Tails. Thcir prc-cmptive challenge is two-fold. Having enough dogs and handlers to mcct

thccun-ent needs of their existing programs is one obstacle. Funding isanotherchallcngc.

The local branch ofSJA has been unsuccessful in acquiring thc nccessary funding

required to start up a reading program. While this program is not as large as p(/\1"S to

Read, the fact that there are therapy dogs and handlers already volunteering in
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ewfoundland and Labrador makes it very appealing. CUITently SI. John Ambulance

therapy dogs and handlers visit nursing homes and hospitals. There is a SI. John

Ambulance Therapy Dog program in place at the Janeway Children's Health and

Rehabilitation Centre that has been operating since August 2006. Rather than starting

from nothing, operating a Reading Tails program has an established base with readily

available and locally trained dogs and eager volunteers. The challenge would be to recruit

and to train new dogs and handlers so that programs are not compromised and Reading

Tails would have enough dedicated support to grow and flourish. Most dog therapy

organizations will not allow dogs and handlers to volunteer for more than one

organization. By tapping into an existing database of dogs and handlers, they would not

risk a conflict of interest created by getting involved with another therapy organization.

The long-standing history of SI. John Ambulance also adds important credibility. There is

a sense of security and safety associated with their name and logo. uch a large

organization has ready access to volunteers, staft~ and even administrative needs. These

features are a huge potential asset in beginning a new program.

Tail Wa!!.gin' Tutors

Therapy Dogs International (TOil) has been operating since 1976 out of New

Jersey. Therapy Dogs Intelllational (TOt") is a volunteer organization dedicated to

regulating, testing and registering therapy dogs and their volunteer handlers to visit

nursing homes, hospitals, other institutions and wherever else therapy dogs are needed.

Purebred, mixed breed, and rescue dogs are all active participants. There are dogs and

volunteer handlers in all fifty states as well in some unspecified Canadian sites.
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Successful therapy dogs need an appropriate temperament to complete the required

evaluations and they must be comfortable around a variety of service equipment. Like

most therapy dog organizations, TO"'" is a non-profit organization and as such relics on

membership dues and donations (Therapy Dogs International, 2009a).

The program has a clear purpose. The main objective of the program is to provide

a relaxed and 'dog-friendly' atmosphere. This allows students to practice the skill of

reading. The motivation to read is drastically improved with the company of a dog. ScI f-

esteem also rises. Associating reading with something pleasant makes it an experience

that children want to re-visit. In addition to children showing reading improvement, they

also show an enthusiasm and excitement to read. Some are so excited that they cannot

wait to get home and practice more reading with their own family dog (Therapy Dogs

Intel11ational, 2009a)! This creates yet another benefit that is the sheer pleasure onc feels

when in the presence ofa dog. Any children who may have had a fear of dogs receive

safe, supported interactions with a dog which helps alleviate their fears. Although most of

the focus is on the children, the handlers benefit too. The program gives people an

opportunity to give back to the community. By helping children become better readers,

the volunteers are helping them with their education which in turn can help them become

more productive citizens (Therapy Dogs International, 2009a).

The Therapy Dogs International website includes a video, "Children Reading To

Dogs - Tail Waggin' Tu/ors", where a principal recounts the beginning of the program at

her school. It is a wonderful example of an open mind opening doors. Although the

principal did not believe the research about dogs helping children improve in reading, she
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loved dogs and thought the opportunity for the students to bond with a dog would be

worthwhile. She was pleasantly surprised to also see that reading did improve. The video

also explains how impOliant collaboration is to the success of the program. The teachers,

principal,andsocial worker collaborate to determine which children might really bene fit

from working with a therapy dog. The student is paired with the same handler on a

weekly basis that provides important consistency and the opportunity to develop a strong

relationship (Therapy Dogs International, 2009c).

While Tail Waggin' Tu/ors does not yet have a strong Canadian presence, the long

history of Therapy Dogs International lends credibility to its program. Having several

programs from which to choose keeps possibilities open in the event of roadblocks that

might present when attempting to implement any singular program.

Intermountain Therapy Animals offers a program called Reading Education

Assistance Dogs® or R.E.A.D. ®. Intermountain Therapy Animals is a non-profit

organization. In 1999, they launched R.E.A.D. ®, a comprehensive literacy program built

around the pleasing idea of reading to dogs. Since then the program has been spreading

quickly and joyfully (Intel1l10untain Therapy Animals, 2009a). Although it began in tah,

the program is now offered throughout the United States, Canada, and Europe. In Canada,

there are several R.E.A.D. ® sites in British Columbia and Ontario. Cape Breton therapy

dog volunteers also run the R.E.A.D. ® program. Additionally, there have been other

reading programs developed with R.E.A.D. ® as their inspiration.
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R.E.A.D. ® is an inexpensive, effective, and fun way to improve children's

reading skills with the help ofcertified therapy animal teams as literacy mentors.

R.E.A.D. ® makes very important assumptions about literacy and learners. Instead of

assuming or focussing on all the things a reader cannot do or putting a child through a

gruelling assessment, the program assumes reading difficulties might stem from fear and

that having fun is a counter to fear and an imp011ant component ofa reading program

(Intellllountain Therapy Animals, 2009a). Like other dog-assisted reading programs,

R.E.A.D. ® uses animals who have been trained and tested for health, safety, appropriate

skills and temperament. It makes a huge difference that it is fun to have such special

animals hear children read (Intellllountain Therapy Animals, 2009a). Along with the fun

factor, the use of dogs helps eliminate children's fear of reading. When learning

experiences are pleasurable, there isa stronger connection and deeper satisfaction with

the process (Bueche, 2003; Comber, 1998b; Davis, et. al., 2008; Kaymen, 2005).

The Intermountain Therapy Animals website is extensive, including information,

video clips, and photographs. There is a training manual available for order that includes

information on the program, research to convince decision makers of the power of the

program, start-up necessities, and more. There is also a DVD available to order which

outlines the steps involved in becoming a R.E.A.D. ® team. The video can also be viewed

on YouTube so one can get a sense of the steps without any upn·ont costs. The training

video, "Becoming a R.E.A.D. ® Team", outlines several requirements to consider in

order for the program to be successful. Most importantly, a handler must consider the

suitability of his or her dog. In order for it to be fun and creative for the child, the handler
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must believe the dog is enjoying reading. This point is critical since, as already stated;

part of the success of reading to dogs is the attentiveness and interest in reading which is

shown by the dog (lntermountain Therapy Animals, 2009b).

Another important requirement is that the dog must consistently be able to follow

basic commands in both a controlled environment and one with many distractions. Even

though the program is held in the same location each session, naturally, there would be

many distractions. In a school, for example, there would be announcements, children

moving throughout the building, potential fire drills, bells, and other distractions. In

addition to basic obedience skills the dog must possess, there arc also specific read

obedience skills outlined. An example ofa read obedience skill is the "Paw Stay" where

the dog learns to keep his or her paw on the page for the child that adds authenticity to the

whole process. It is as though the dog is holding the page and waiting for the next part of

the story. About a month of home training should enable the handler and dog to become

strong at performing these skills (lntermountain Therapy Animals, 2009c).

It is also critical for the handler to become well aware of children's literature 10 be

able to relate to the students. Again, there are several recommendations of good reads in

the annotated bibliography in the appendix. As stated in Chapter Two, meaningful

engagement with texts is vital in developing literacy skills and a love of reading. Comber

(1998a) writes, "A key principle in using texts which may be familiar to children as part

of everyday life is that they may be more powerfully positioned to usefully approach it"

(p. 15). If the handler is disengaged the program could not be as successful. By becoming

familiar with children's literature, a handler can more easily tap into children's prior
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knowledge which is so important. FUl1her, being aware of children's literature will assist

the handler in offering a variety of texts that is central to reading development. School

and library staffs also insist on the importance of the handler to be patient, prepared,

confident, and loving. Handlers must have the emotional preparedness to work with

potentially challenging children. Handlers must celebrate the effort the children show.

Handlers must be able to adapt to a variety of children from shy to outgoing. This is

significant because, as stated in Chapter Two, recognizing individual uniqueness is

important to validating and respecting a student that ultimately will positively impact his

or her learning and experience. Getting to know the child, his or her likes, dislikes, and

interests is imperative since our identity and being deeply impacts the way we attend to

reading and writing. The imp0l1anee of the handler is rarely mentioned in the literature

sUlTounding the other programs reviewed which makes R.E.A.D. I stand out because the

qualities the handler must possess are another important link to the success of the

program.

The setting for the program is explored in the video, "Becoming a R.E.A.D. ®

Team". The program ean take place in a sehool where it is Animal Assisted Therapy

(AAT) while in a library it is considered Animal Assisted Activity (AAA). The

difference, as outlined in the first chapter of this thesis, is that at the library there are no

specific goals and the reader's progress is not documented a difference that qualities it as

activity rather than therapy. The school setting must be comfortable and the purpose is to

help the child relax. The one-on-one time makes the reader feel important. It also allows a

shy child who may not speak or read in a large group setting to open up and read aloud
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with greater confidence. The biggest challenge in the school setting is that the handler is

workingwithoutthedirectsupportofa teacher and therefore must have the confidence to

believe in what he or she is doing. After the session, there are opportunities to collaborate

with school staff. The handler must be prepared to be able to act as a strong mentor. This

collaboration and communication is vital. School staff will work with a small group of

students while readers individually go with the dog and handler for about twenty minutes.

Similar to other dog-assisted reading programs, the dog must be groomed before visits

and treated with an anti-dander application. Both the handler and the dog must wear their

uniform that varies from site to site, but usually consists ofa t-shirt for the handler and

bandana for the dog (Intermountain Therapy Animals, 2009c).

The video, "Becoming a R.E.AD. Team" outlines other considerations. Book

selection is impol1ant too. School staff will often give the handler recommendations that

they feel will be challenging for the reader, but not overwhelming. Books about animals

are often high interest books that are well received. It is extremely helpful, as the handler

has to encourage interaction between the dog and the reader. It is important for the

handler to follow along in the book as the child reads to see how well they are

recognizing words. Handlers must also be prepared to explain the actions of the dog.

Sometimes a dog will roll right over and close his or her eyes and this behaviour can

often be met with disdain from the reader that the dog is no longer listening. A creative

answer is that the book is so interesting that it is easier for the dog to focus if they close

their eyes and try to picture what is happening. It is very soothing when the dog is near

enough for the child to rub the animal while reading. The handler must be aware of the
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dog's needs at all times. If the dog is restless, it might need a walk or a bathroom break.

Respecting the needs of the dog is paramount (Intennountain Therapy Animals, 2009d).

Another common challenge is the arrival of an outside party, perhaps the reader's

sibling, who gets very excited and eager to learn details about the dog. This distraction

can break the moment. It is impol1ant to keep the child's time with the dog sacred.

Managing the space can help avoid these distractions. The best strategy is to try to avoid

this inten'uption, but that is not always possible. (fthe handler is alert and secs someone

approaching ahead of time, he or she can often simply hand signal that they will be free in

a minute, butto please wait until they are finished. Posted signs can also help prcvcnt

distractions. Another challenge can be when a child does not want to stop reading at thc

cnd ofa session. This situation can be made positive by reiterating just how interestcd the

dog is and using a bookmark to note where thcy have stopped and that hc or she will be

looking forward to returning. With reluctant readcrs, not wanting to stop reading is a

wondcrfulchallenge! When theses ion is over, it is important to have the child

communicate about what he or she has read. Often the dog will "pawtograph" the book

they have read together. Most handlers give this child a treat for the dog that increases

their bond and gives the dog something to look forward to for his or her effort. Children

should be shown how to properly give a dog a treat with their hand open and nat

(Intermountain Therapy Animals, 2009a).

The Intermountain Therapy Animals website (2009f) has reactions from

educators, parents, librarians, children's book authors, handlers, and most importantly,

children. lesse, age seven a student in Gatineau, Quebec, has said:
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Last year in grade I, I didn't know how to read. It didn't make me feel very good

about myself. After I started to read to Chelsea I felt good. (like to read to her

because she helps me with words and she's a good listener. Now I can read a lot

of different books. That makes me very happy. My favourite thing I like about

Chelsea is that she does cool tricks and barks to say 'bye' to me (Intennountain

Therapy Animals, 2009f).

Although the geographic proximity is not ideal and with the majority of its toeus

being American, the information available online is far more extensive than any of the

other programs reviewed. Further, the information and requirements for the handler arc

rarely mentioned in any of the other programs and yet this is such a key piece to the

success of dog-assisted reading programs.

Sit Stay Read

The Sit Stay Read! program has been featured on NBC news and has been studied

extensively through the dissertation of Dr. Corinne Smith. The program is summarized as

follows:

Through a curriculum designed with the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC)

Center for Literacy, Sit Stay Read's trained volunteers and certified dog teams

improve reading fluency, make reading fun, and inspire children to become

lifelong readers. Reading to a dog increases confidence and generates

excitement about reading. Combined with dog-themed books and writing

assignments, the dogs bring the sessions to life and provide a text-to-world

connection-read about a dog; see a dog; touch a dog. Programs are provided
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fi-ee of charge to public schools and community facilities serving low-income

families. Currently all programs are in the city of Chicago. We are looking to

expand outside the area as resources become available (Sit Stay Read!, n.d.).

The program has grown slowly, partly because of limited funding, but more so to ensure

the quality of the program. Smith (2009) explains that the fact that administrators of Sit

Stay Read' are not quick to sell the program shows that they are very interested in

maintaining the integrity of the program (p. 6).

As outlined in Smith's (2009) dissertation, the program has been very successful.

Smith studied the program using quantitative and qualitative data. Students, teachers,

administrators, and volunteers were interviewed. Smith (2009) reports that onc hundred

and fifty-two second grade students pal1icipated in the Sit Stay Reml! program during the

2008/2009 school year. They were selected for the quantitative dimension of the study

while 98 students in a comparison group who did not participate in the program were also

studied (p. 42). Although Smith recognized the importance of test scores as onc way of

validating the program, she also knew the importance of the participants' voices. Smith

(2009) writes that the effectiveness of the program cannot be reduced to simply pretest

and posttest measures of reading oral tluency. Such scores are one aspect to consider for

measuring student improvement in relation to a structured reading intervention program.

This alone, however, does not evaluate the overall effectiveness of the program. It also

fails to realize the underlying reasons why the program is successful in engaging students

and staff in the reading process (p. 8).
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Often it is very difficult to motivate students to learn, especially when learning is

something that continues to be fi'ustrating and challenging. One important discovery made

by Smith was the increased motivation children had while in the Sit Stav Read' program.

Smith (2009) cites that students, teachers, and program coordinators talk about how

motivating this program is for students. Within the program students arc engaged with

their learning. She retlects on how calm are classrooms on the day of the dog visits (p. 8).

Student absenteeism was lower on days of the pro!,'Tam.

Smith (2009) describes the program. Each session is an hour long. During the

session children participate in reading and writing activities. They are individually pulled

fi'om regular class activities to read aloud to a dog and his or her handler. The dog

handlers have completed specialized Sit Stay Read! training (p. 46). Teachers and

students had plenty of great things to say about the program. Smith (2009) shares several

favourable comments, " ... it was fun, organized, and that having the dogs in the classroom

was exciting. Additionally, the program was described as well constructed, with strong

scaffolding built into it so that lessons were presented like guided reading lessons" (p.

60). Teachers noticed things about their students that went beyond reading. Smith (2009)

explains that teachers also stress the non-literacy benefits of the program. There is a spirit

of cooperation that the program inspires in children. There is a noticeable improvement in

listening and attending skills, being able to take turns, and general behavioural

compliance (p. 77). Student comments were equally favourable. Smith (2009) reports that

all students indicate that they believe Sit Stay Read! makes them better readers and
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writers. The students indicate that they read more and are better readers than before the

program (p. 68).

There may still be skeptics about Sit Stay Read' but the statistical information

should persuade the non-believers of the validity of this program. Smith (2009) reports

that the data shows statistically significant higher gains in oral reading fluency for

children involved in Sit Stay Read! than those not paI1icipating. The mean score for

students' oral reading fluency involved in the program before beginning was 38.69. After

the program the mean score increased to 81.90. On theotherhand,students in the

comparison group had a beginning oral reading fluency mean score of27.62. At the cnd

of the time the mean score for oral reading fluency increased to 62.73. The gain for the Sil

Slay Reacl' group was 43.21 words per minute, but only a gain of35.ll for the group not

exposed to the program. This is a significant difference of8.l words per minute (p. 72).

Despite the limitation of the absence ofa Sil Stay Read! program in Canada, its

program is worthy of review for the careful structure, clear educational objectives and

empirical analysis to supp0l1 it. With a deal1h of statistical analysis yet available, Smith's

work lends even more credibility to dog-assisted reading programs. It also highlights the

importance of further research studying other programs to test claims and to explore

reasons for their success.
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Chapter Five

A School Based Dog-Assisted Reading P,'og,'am

Introduction

Following a review of several programs in Chapter Four, the advantages and limitations

of each program are more apparent. While it is very tempting to consider developing a

customized program catcred specifically to students and cducators of Newfoundland and

Labrador, as a first step such a program seems very impractical. Operating within an

cxisting program provides liability coverage under the governing agencies, which is

critical. Establishing a unique program for our province is not an idea to torget, but

something to keep in the background as a future possibility as the program expands and

future research indicates its strengths and challenges. At this time, a pilot program is only

the beginning, an initial step that will require follow up research to test its effectiveness.

At that time, it may be necessary to revisit which program, current or newly developed,

will best meet everystakeholder's needs.

This chapter will consider the most appropriate program to adopt at this time as

well as conditions within a school that would make it a good site for a pilot program.

Then, consideration will be given to a grade level that would be the most effective place

to offer the program by examining curriculum outcomes and connections that would be a

good match between them and the possibilities within a dog-assisted reading program. In

addition to Language Arts curriculum outcomes, this chapter will also explore other

curriculum outcomes that can potentially be met, and, the benefits beyond the curriculum
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that can be expected from dog-assisted reading. Finally, a dog-assisted reading program

will be proposed with a sample curricular unit to integrate thcse ideas for consideration by

teachers and administrators interested in how dogs and reading can come together in their

schools.

Program

Without exception, each program reviewed boasts improvements in reading among the

children who participate. Most children who participate in dog-assisted reading make

gigantic strides in their reading. Reading scores improve after students join dog-assisted

reading programs and some research indicates improvement by as much as four grade

levels (Bernstein-Wax, 2010; Intermountain Therapy Animals, 200ge; Jalongo et aI.,

2004; Newlin, 2003; Paradise, 2007; Smith, 2009; Therapeutic Paws of Canada, n.d.).

Ultimately, such progress is seriously needed anywhere, including in this province. For

this reason, any of the reviewed programs would be suitable. It is necessary then to look

at other aspects of each program that would then make it valuable to propose for use in

this province. There are strengths and challenges with each of the reviewed programs.

Three programs were easy to rule out at this time. The Si/ Slay Read and SHARE a Book

programs, while very imp0I1ant to review given the greater depth of research completed

around each pro6'ram, arc not currently good choices for Newfoundland and Labrador.

Given that there are no established sites at all within Canada makes it unattractive 101'

reasons previously discussed. In addition, there are very few resources available. This

same challenge exists with the Therapy Dogs International program, Tail Waggin' Tlt/ors.

Having so few resources and limited availability in Canada make them choices worth
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reconsidering at a later time if a change in pro!,'ram is needed and reliance on such

resources is not critical.

On the other hand, there are three standout programs worth considering for

implementation in Newfoundland and Labrador. In order, R. E. A. D. ®, Reading Tails,

and Pm!'s 10 Read are the suggested programs to consider for pilot at the present time.

There are a variety of reasons for these programs to be considered initially.

R. E. A. D. ® should be the first program considered for ewfoundland and

Labrador for an abundance of reasons. Their sites in Canada make easier access to

trouble-shoot when necessary. Therearea plethora of resources available to help

implement and maintain the program, and the philosophy of the program matches what is

needed here at home.

In existence since 1999, this comprehensive literacy program helps readers enjoy

the act of opening a book and all that follows it. With sites as e10se as Cape Breton,

asking a question, or solving a problem is much easier. R. E. A. D. ® has inspired other

program developments, which adds credibility to their program and also gives hope to the

idea ofa future custom made program for Newfoundland and Labrador (Bueche, 2003;

Paradise, 2009).

Fun is a necessary ingredient in this program that has been lacking in many

traditional reading programs here and elsewhere. A key motivating factor to read is

enjoyment. Reaching full literacy potential is incredibly unlikely when students arc not

enjoying the experience of reading. One of the best ways to ensure that children discover

thc joy of books is to provide exciting, memorable reading experiences. Higher levels of
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engagement and eff0l1 in reading are inspired by fun and children are empowered when

they can forget about their limitations in an enjoyable environment (Arnold & Col burn,

2004; Bueche, 2003; Comber, 1998b; Cullen & Shaldon, 2003; Gambrell, 2011;

Harrington, n.d.; Mathers, 2008). By stripping away the stigma of reading difficulties and

reducing the fear so many children have had around reading, this enjoyable program is a

much needed boost for students and teachers alike.

No program reviewed in this thesis has as many resources as R. E. A. D. ®. To

start something so innovative, the more resources available the better equipped everyone

will be to administer the program and trouble-shoot as needed. From the website to the

training manual and videos, success will be easier to reach with this support. The

emphasis placed on the handler's role in the R. E. A. D. program also makes it very

attractive.

The philosophy ofR. E. A. D. ® is wonderful. The point is to make the child

relax and feel important and to develop confidence. The child's time with the dog is

revered, thereby helping the child to believe he or she is wanted and significant. The

relationship is crucial. To learn and to develop well requires meaningful, secure, and

continuous relationships (Cullen & Shaldon, 2003; Hargreaves, 2000). Cole (2003)

suggests it is essential for students to engage in social interactions in order to develop an

intrinsiemotivationtoread(p.335).

The second program to consider is the St. John Ambulance Reading Tails. This

program is a great choice for many reasons one of which is the long-standing tradition the

St. John Ambulance has for helping people. It is widely known and has a large volunteer
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base. Since 1883, SI. John Ambulance has been helping people. Since 1996, their therapy

dog program has been assisting children and adults to live fuller lives. The fact that

therapy dogs currently work with children at the Janeway Children's Hospital in St.

John's lends a tremendous amount of credibility to a reading program associated with it.

Since there are already dogs and handlers eel1ified as therapy dogs in the province, the

next step to prepare for Reading Tails would be less of a leap than staJ1ing from scratch.

The two challenges that could potentially interfere with implementation would be

funding and supply of enough dogs and handlers. Roberta Hewitt, Associate to Finance &

Community Services for St. John Ambulance, reports that SJA wanted to start a reading

program, but they did not receive the funding for which they applied (personal

communication, March 31,2009). If these two challenges are too great to overcome, the

final program for immediate consideration is the Therapeutic Paws of Canada program,

Pall".\" 10 Read.

Paws 10 Read has an extensive reach within Canada. With sites as close as Cape

Breton, as with the R. E. A. D. I program, it is appealing to know support is nearby.

There are fifty team leaders throughout the country and about five hundred volunteers

across the country. However, the need for volunteers is ever-present as meeting the

demand for dogs and programs is a constant challenge for any program. The program

takes place in both schools and libraries and itisimportanttoknowthatiteanbe

facilitated in both venues. The fact that there is no cost for schools to participate is a huge

obstacle overcome. Handlers would need to be prepared to pay associated fees, but in

terms of schools implementing the program, cost would not be a barrier.
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The evaluation process is extensive and lends a tremendous amount of credibility

to the program thereby ensuring the safety of dogs and humans. To reduce the impact

dogs could potentially have on persons with allergies, dogs are well groomed before each

visit.

While any of the afore-mentioned programs would be a fine starting place, the

suggested order is important so as to begin with the best match. Many of the challenges

arc the same from program to program. R. E. A. D. ® stands alone in terms of the

resources available. It cannot be emphasized enough that in order for a new program to be

successful, resources are necessary because edueation- professional development, if you

will- is the key to success in this as in many other innovations in teaching and learning.

In order for a pilot program to have a chance to be successful, there are several conditions

required to consider before implementation.

Conditions

There arc numerous conditions that should be met before considering the

implementation of a pilot program of children reading with dogs. In order for schools,

children, earegivers, teachers, and the larger school community to embrace this

innovative idea, careful screening must be done before implementation. From the

physical capacity of the school to the people inside it, there are many conditions that

would enhance the overall experience and others that would shut it down completely.

Responsive, willing teachers and administrators are a must' Unfortunately, new

programs arc often introduced with little professional development or 'in-service' or

warning and are expected to be done by everyone. This program (any program) can only
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be successful with the right introduction to enthusiastic facilitators. Piloting the program

initially in a few schools will keep the demands manageable and allow for an assessment

of interested educators. Those who are not interested would not be suitable candidates for

the program, and since a common challenge is not having enough dogs and handlers,

keeping it small initially will help alleviate this challenge. Dog-assisted reading is not for

every student, school, or educator. St3l1ing out too big without careful consideration of

the emotions of the school community will only end in frustration and failure.

Finding willing and excited educators is an imperative criterion. This importance

was showcased in the previous chapter in relation to the Tail Waggin' Tu/oFs program.

Although the principal was initially reticent about the reading benefit she was open

minded enough to see that the program had value beyond improving reading scores. This

open, loving attitude made way for an enriching program that did all she hoped and

helped her students with reading too! Educators would need to be willing to collaborate

with the handlers. This collaboration would fUl1her enhance the emotional aspect of

teaching. Respecting the emotional space in classrooms would be greatly enhanced as

teachers, administrators, handlers, students, and the greater school community work

together to see that emotions are beyond individuals, but are embedded and expressed in

human relationships (Cullcn & Shaldon, 2003; Hargreaves, 2000; Zom & Boler, 2007). In

a profession already fraught with time demands where countless teachers feel pulled in

many directions with no time to spare, success within a dog-assisted reading program

could only happen with a positive, willing attitude. This type of attitude is a non

negotiable condition. Being open-minded is essential (Jalongo et a\., 2004).
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The physical conditions of the school are important to consider. As previously

mentioned, dogs are groomed before visits, but there still may be coneern with respect to

allergies and other health-related issues. A school with a room that could be speci1'ied 1'01'

dog therapy would be ideal. But, if such a spaee is not available, a room is needed that

has limited access. For example, a music room or gymnasium would not be good choices

since they are areas all staff and students frequent. With limited use - rooms like a special

education room or a guidance office that is not widely used - students with severe

allergies could more easily avoid this space. Some schools may even have space in a

section of the library, a space that would provide appropriate ambience 1'01' the program.

Using the same room each time would create another elemcnt of consistency and would

be more familiar for the dogs, handlers, and students. Clean up of fur could be limited to

one specified area making it more manageable for custodial staff. The room or area would

need to be one with the least likelihood of distractions and be able to be closcd ofT and

secured. Consideration should be first given, based on need, to schools where children are

struggling with reading. The Eastern School District has deployed its numeracy support

teachers to schools where provincial assessments indicate a school is performing below

the provincial standard. A similar method could be used to nalTOW down the number of

schools to pilot the program. An example of an ideal school at which to begin is Upper

Gullies Elementary where I currently teach. Academically, many of our students

generally struggle, but our teaching staff is open and excited about new programs and

expanding teaching practices. The school administration is incredibly supportive and

open to new ideas and dogs already frequent the building! Socially and economically
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disadvantaged schools would be important to target as many of these children may not

have the means to avail of support programs in other ways and areas. Again, Upper

Gullies Elementary has a large population of students with limited tinancialmeans. Our

breakfast and lunch programs are well utilized by most students. The program should take

place during school hours so transp0l1ation is a non-issue for students. It would be

unf0l1unate to schedule this program in after-school hours, thereby eliminating many

children who may not be able to get a drive home after the program ends. To narrow

further the scope of the program, it would also be wise to start within one grade only and

branch out later as more dogs and handlers are recruited, interest is built, logistics are

routinized, and a larger group can be managed.

Grade Level: Where to begin?

As mentioned earlier, one of the issues that surely will be a concern is supply and

demand. For that reason, a pilot program could be implemented in only a very limited

number of schools. Limiting the number of classrooms within a school would also help

ease this anticipated problem.

It has been my experience that primary students are generally very motivated and

eager to try. There are many early intervention literacy strategies currently at work within

the primary classroom. At the elementary level, a decline in motivation becomes more

obvious as does a greater challenge with reading. According to Baker, Terry, & BridgeI'

(1997), "Students' sense of alienation, disenfranchisement, lack of care, and lack of

belonging to school increase with age" (p. 587). As children move through the elementary

grades there is a negative trend in attitude toward reading and a decline in interest in
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rcading (Baker et aI., 1997; Mathers, 2008; McKenna, Kear, & Ellsworth, 200 I).

Therefore a pilot dog-assisted reading program should be implementcd in the clcmcntary

grades. Often when elementary students are "pulled out" for extra support, they arc morc

vulnerable to negative self-esteem issues and teasing from peers. If the "pull out"

program is as exciting as reading to dogs, and children want to go, this feature makcs it

much more positive. More specifically, focussing on a particular grade at thc clcmcntary

levcl is beneficial for three main reasons. As previously stated, the more narrow thc

focus, thc more likelihood to meet the demand with enough dogs and handlers. In

addition, specific curriculum connections can bc cxplored. Rescarching the effectivencss

of the program would be easier to measure within one grade level rather than a large

range of ages and grade levels.

Being a Grade Six teacher, my first instinct was to considcr Grade Six an

appropriate place for a pilot program. While evcry grade has scvcral things happcning, in

a K-6 school,GradeSix seems to have many cxtras in addition to thcusual busytimcs in

any classroom. The Royal Newfoundland Constabulary or Royal Canadian Mountcd

Police completes the Drug Abuse Resistance Education (DARE) program over ten wceks.

Provincial assessments demand a lot of additional class time too. There are inevitably

school leaving field trips, assemblies, and Junior High orientations. In addition, Gradc Six

might arguably bc too late to turn on an already turned off reader. Implementing a dog

assisted reading program a little carlicr might serve a greater purpose. If the pilot program

is implemented at Grade Five, there is potential when it expands to casily modify it for

Grade Four and/or Grade Six. Modifying the program to meet Grade Four nccds and
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outcomes would be especially beneficial because there is research to indicate thcrc is

often a "reading slump" at Gradc Four where reading progress decelerates. Hirsch (2003)

writes, "We're finding that even though the vast majority of our youngest readcrs can

manage simple texts, many students - paIiicularly those from low-income familics

struggle whcn it comes time in grade tour to tackle more advanced academic texts" (p.

10). This struggle, or "slump" impedes progress and can cause cumulating deficits in

academic literacy that has a ncgative impact across the curriculum (Chall & Jacobs, 2003;

Hirsch, 2003; Suhrctal., 2010).

Language Arts Curriculum Outcomcs

There are several cUITiculum outcomes that would be met in the Grade Five

Language Alis cUlTiculum through dog-assisted reading. The Department of Education

(1998) Language Arts cUITiculum guide expects students to meet several outcomcs within

rcading. The following outcomes are facilitated well with dog-assisted reading:

• Students will contribute to and respond constructively in conversation, small

group, and whole-group discussion, recognizing their roles and responsibilitics as

speakers and listeners (p. 64);

• Students will use word choice, tone of voice, and facial expression appropriate to

the speaking occasion (p. 64);

• Students will demonstrate an awareness of the needs, rights, and feelings of others

by listening attentively and speaking in a manner appropriate to the situation (p.

66);
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• Students will consider pUlvose and the needs and expectationsoftheiraudicnccs

(p.66);

• Students will select, independently, texts appropriate to their interests and learning

needs (p. 68);

• Students will read widely and experience a varicty of children's Iiteraturc with an

emphasis in genre and authors(p. 68);

• Students will describe, share, and discuss their personal reactions to a range of

texts across genres, topics, and subjects (p. 72).

I will discuss each of these curricular outcomes in more detail and in relation to a

dog-assisted reading program.

Outcome: Students will contribute to and respond constructively in conversation, small

group, and whole-group discussion, recognizing their roles and responsibilities as

speakers and listeners.

This outcome will be met because to read with a dog and handler will require

children to engage in conversations. Dogs often act as a catalyst to facilitate conversation

so shy children especially would benefit from reading with a dog and may become more

willing to engage in conversation both during the session with the dog and beyond. Ot/en

children who are withdrawn will communicate more willingly when a dog is present.

Animals act as motivation to communication as social anxiety decreases. The presence of

a therapy dog can be social lubricant drawing children to students with disabilities who

might otherwise be ignored by their peers (Brous, 20 I0; Bueche, 2003; Chandler, 200 I;
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Faver & Bradley, 2009; Friesen, 2010; Jalongo et aI., 2004; Melson, 2001; Watts & Stout

Everly, 2009; Worboy, 2010).

Outcome: Students will use word choice, tone of voice, and facial expression appropriatc

to the speaking occasion.

This outcome is accomplished through reading aloud to a dog. Rcading aloud will

help children develop tone of voice and facial expressions. Onc of the most striking

things I have witnessed in the available videos of children reading to dogs is their

expression and tone of voice that matches so beautifully the occasion. Simply reading

aloud in class situations can become routine and monotonous. Yet, a dog audiencc

presents a fresh listcnerandonethatreadersoften want to excite and to entertain. Thc

children want the dog to enjoy the experience (Bernstein-Wax, 2010; Bueche, 2003;

Harrington, n.d.; Kogan, 2008).

Outcome: Students will demonstrate an awareness ofthc nccds, rights, and fcelings of

others by listening attentively and speaking in a manncr appropriatc to the situation.

This outcome will also be met because students working with dogs generally

demonstrate sensitivity and respect. Being kind and gentlc to another living bcing is how

we learn sensitivity and respect. Interacting with animals allows children to practicc

respect and gentlencss. Time with animals givcs a space to Icarn that, along with mccting

our own needs, it is important to recognize the needs of othcrs. Bccause animals rcquirc

nurturing, this program presents opportunities to be sensitivc. Animals in classrooms havc

enhanced thehumancattitudesofstudentsandmorecmpathytowards humans becomcs

likely (Chandler, 2001; Favcr & Bradley, 2009; Mallon, 1994; Melson, 2001).
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Outcome: Students will consider purpose and the needs and expcctations of their

audiences.

This outcome is met when reading with dogs because children consider their

audience, the dog, and its interest level and most often choose books about dogs. This

implies intimate knowledge of the audience and tremendous consideration of the needs

and expectations from the canine friend. Part of the program requires children to choosc

books to read with their canine friend. Often children are very concerncd with choosing a

book their dog will enjoy (Angus, 2008; Collins, 2008; North Shore Ncws, 2009;

Therapeutic Paws of Canada, n.d.).

Outcome: Students will select, independently, texts appropriate to their interests and

learning needs.

This outcome is met when students, instead of having books supplied to thcm, as

is oftcn the case in special education delivery, choose books indcpcndently. This program

is a great way to learn how to choosc a book that mccts their needs. Having the

opportunity to choose what to read is a big step toward empowcring readers. Whcn

children are pellnitted to choose what to read, they read more for pleasure and for

information. Students are also more likely to take responsibility for their own learning

whcn they have been active in their own resource gathering (Atlantic Provinces Education

Foundation, 2002; International Reading Association, 2000). In the annotated

bibliography found in Appendix C, there are several suggested good reads. Many ofthc

selectcd texts enhance the themes of dog-assisted rcading and help deliver these

outcomes. Several of the titles are likely already found in many schoollibrarics. While it
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is cel1ainly not mandatory to have these selections to participate in dog-assisted reading,

having a well-stocked library with a variety of books is important.

Outcome: Students will read widely and experience a variety of children's literature with

an emphasis in genre and authors.

The outcome that students will read widely will be met. Reading widely has

certainly been shown in other existing programs to be a by-product of reading to dogs.

Not only are children more motivated to read within their time with the dog, but they

often are looking for, and reading books much more frequently when not in the program

too. There has been mueh research to support the claim that the more children enjoy

reading the more they will read and the more they read, the better they read (Atlantic

Provinces Education Foundation, 2002; International Reading Association, 2000; Kuhn et

aI., 2006; LoBianco & Freebody, 1997; Munro, 2003). Overall achievement in reading is

greatly impacted by the amount of reading students complete. Extensive exposure to print

enables word recognition. Reading aloud helps develop fluency and phrasing. When

children engage in voluntary reading opp0l1unities they are more positive about reading

and their reading improves. Effective early literacy is in large part a result of reading and

writing vast amounts across a wide range (Atlantic Canada Professional Development

Resource, 2002; Atlantic Provinces Education Foundation, 2002; International Reading

Association, 2000; Kuhn et aI., 2006; LoBianco & Freebody, 1997; Munro, 2003).

Outcome: Students will describe, share, and discuss their personal reactions to a range of

texts across genres, topics, and subjects.
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The outcome will be met because when reading to dogs, children are more

forthcoming and often share and discuss their personal reactions. Handlers can also help

elicit the reader's reaction. Children are often genuinely concerned with the dogs'

enjoyment of the story and want to share their personal reactions with the dogs.

According to Bernstein-Wax (2010), a child was initially concerned when a dog

wandered off during the reading because the end of the story would be missed (p. 2).

These are important observations that connect the child's engagement to the story and the

desire to share their reactions.

Beyond Language Arts

With dog-assisted reading, there are cross-curricular implications. Generally, since every

subject demands an ability to read texts, improvements in reading can help make reading

and leall1ing content in other subjects less daunting. Many children involved in dog

assisted reading experience improved confidence and self-esteem; this can potentially

positively impact other subject areas. When we feel good about ourselves, most things

seem a little less intimidating. The presence ofa dog can reduce anxiety; this can help in

other subjects where students feel anxious. For example, I have witnessed many students

who experience anxiety when it comes to math and when their anxiety is tempered, their

performance improves.

Specifically, there are Grade Five outcomes beyond Language Arts that can be

connected to dog-assisted reading. In health there is an entire unit dedicated to

environmental health. As stated previously, without a connection to the environment,

there is little desire to protect it. The presence of a dog can help students feel a greater
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connection to the environment and bring greater understanding and depth to this unit. In

addition, according to the Depal1ment of Education Elementary Health Curriculum Guide

(n.d.), "the grade five student will identify personal interests, abilities and strengths, ..

and understand that the way we are treated impacts on self-esteem and general emotional

well-being" (p. 30). This outcome can be enhanced through the use of dog-assisted

reading. For many children, dogs are a personal interest and, if they are present in school,

an opportunity is available for children to showcase their interest and, in some cases, their

ability or strength to interact well with them. Further, by being treated without judgment

and with the love and loyalty from a dog, teachers and handlers can stress this treatment

and its impact on our self-esteem and well being more generally.

Additionally, there are outcomes in the Grade Five religion program that can be

enhanced through a dog-assisted reading program. According to the Department of

Education Elementary Religion Curriculum Guide (2000), "the grade five student will

demonstrate an understanding of loyalty and trust" (p. 46). The example from a dog about

loyalty and trust would clarify this outcome for several students. It is also expected that

students "explore Christian and Hindu teachings concerning respect for people, property

and animals" (Department of Education, 2000, p. 48). With a living animal in the

classroom, what an opp0I1unity for teachers to explore this outcome and learn first-hand

how to be respectful ofa living animal!

Beyond the Curriculum

Beyond curriculum outcomes, there are a plethora of life skills that will develop from

spending intimate time with another living creature. Bullying has become an increasingly
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dangerous problem in schools with consequences as severe as some students taking their

lives over relentless taunting, harassment, and exclusion. Less severe but still serious and

in need of attention are the countless students avoiding school, experiencing anxiety, and

simply feeling miserable. Most schools engage in anti-bullying assemblies, programs, and

disciplinary actions targeted at the bully. In my experience the biggest weapon against

bullying and supp0l1 to the wounded is kindness. When the culture ofa school is focussed

overwhelmingly on kindness, bullying incidents decrease. Perhaps the greatest asset of

children reading with dogs is the kindness and empathy that develops when childrcn

spend personal time with animals (Arkow, 2006; Melson, 2001; Sakson, 2009). On a

much smaller scale, when dogs are in our school even fora brief visit, the climate and

culture of the school shifts. Often it can be the more aggressive children who are the most

moved by the presence of a dog. They do not want the dog upset by loud noises or rough

play. These same students suddenly have soft voices, gentle hands, and an instant

kindness and empathy toward other living creatures. I can only imagine and hope to sce

the impact with consistent, expected, routine dog visits. According to Chandler (200 I),

animal-assisted therapy can help curb violence in schools. Human attitudes toward

animals spike when there are animals in the classroom and even after one year, these

human attitudes persisted. These empathetic attitudes towards animals also transferred to

more empathetic attitudes toward people(p.4).

This effcct is very similar to the impact babies have had in schools through the

Roots o(El11fJClthv program the goal of which is to foster empathy in children and adults.

Being able to take someone else's perspective, share feelings, and sec how we arc
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interconnected promotes peace. Classrooms become safer and morc caring through thc

"cmotional literacy" that is taught in the program. With children having less timc fa cc to

face with each other, the idea of a baby and his or her parent visiting the class brings a

personal human interaction lacking more and more in classrooms and in society

gcnerally. By learning to relate to each other, bullying is less likely. When children arc

involved in social and emotional learning programs, they have bcttcr social and cmotional

skills (GOI'don & Green, 2008). Just as babies invoke empathy in classrooms, dogs have

the same potential when consistently interacting in classrooms and schools. Diffcrcnt

children react to different stimuli. Often we do not know the emotional and lasting impact

a classroom event or experience can have. We owe it to childrcn to present as many

different opportunities as possible to encourage empathy and connection. Dogs arc yet

another vehicle for peace and joy that could have a profound impact. Gordon & Grccn

(2008) write about a powerful impact Roots a/Empathy had on a studcnt in Grade 8 who

had witnessed his mothcr's murder and then was in and out of several foster homes.

Troubled and disruptive, there was little hope for this student. At the end of onc session

students were asked if anyone wanted to try on the Snugli. He staycd baek and put it on.

Hc asked to hold the baby and reluctantly the mother agrecd. The baby snuggled into him

and he quietly rockcd the baby for scvcralminutes. When he returned the baby to his

mother, he asked a powcrful question wondering ifnobody has cver lovcd you, could you

still be a good father (p. 34). That is only one story documcnted. Therc are likely many

more powerful examples that educators may never know thatdcmonstratcthccffcctand
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impact a pat1icular experience has on anyone student. The presence ofa dog may elicit

the power to change, to empathize, and to connect.

Despite the word social in social networking, it seems today more than ever we

are distancing ourselves from each other. Video games where you play virtual partners,

headsets connected to digital devices, and online learning are devaluing and diminishing

interactive, face to face contact and cooperation. This concerns me greatly. A smile, a

hug, or simply eye contact can instantly send a message of care and kindness. So many

students come to school yearning for physical contact and, sadly, teachers now arc

reluctant to respond. Combating isolation at a time when much of our culture pushes

remoteness can be accomplished through reading to dogs. The photographs and videos of

current dog-assisted reading programs show beautiful examples ofa hand on a paw or a

dog's head in the lap of a child. The beautiful gaze from a dog conveys a message of

acceptance, kindness, and love. This is something of which wc do not have enough in

schools. Most people yearn to belong and being with a dog is a tremendous sense of

belonging. Students also develop relationships with the handlers and having guests in the

classroom promotes a sense of community and togetherness. Further, for childrcn who

have difficulty socializing and connecting with others, according to Jalongo et al. (2004),

the presence of a clog can draw other people into their circle (p. 10). This can be

extremely beneficial to support the goals of inclusion.

Another important life skill enhanced by reading with dogs is responsibility.

Students feel very responsible for the dogs in their presence and this sense of

responsibility will serve children well into their future. Whether a student goes on to
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become a parent, pet owner, employee, or life-partner, having a sense of responsibility

and caring for another living being will be life serving. Even personal hygiene has bccn

shown to increasc with many children involved in dog-assisted reading programs

(Intermountain Therapy Animals, n.d.; Jalongo et aI., 2004).

As an educator, one of my greatest hopes for my students is for them to bc proud

of themselves now and forever. To take pride in oneself requires confidence. One way to

build confidence is to have opportunities to be leaders. Research has shown that olicn

when children rcad to dogs, they bccomc such good readers that they actually scrve as

mentors to others in the program (Harrington, n.d.; Newlin, 2003). Such mentoring can go

a long way toward developing confidence and building leadership and therefore pride in

oneself and one's abilities.

The better we feel about ourselves, the better equipped we are to take care of

ourselves, each other, and our environment. The damage humans have done to the

environment is devastating. We need to reconnect with our world and show it care and

rcspect. Schools have a responsibility to prepare students to be environmentally

responsible and to narrow the gap bctween our cnvironment and us that has been

broadening exponentially over time. This disconnect allows us to be less thoughtful and

less careful with our treatment of the world. Intimate experiences with animals and the

cnvironment will help build this reconnection. Without a connection to Earth we will

have no desire to save it (Davis et aI., 2008; Gruenewald, 2003a; Gruenewald, 2003b;

Melson, 200 I; Norman, 2006; Pattnaik, 2004; Ross, 20 11). Gruenewald (2003b) linely

summarizes this idea when he writes, "the meaning of human social development and the
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meaning of literacy must be recovered from our shared human heritage in which human

beings developed a sense of interconnection with nonhuman others" (p. 33). Wc

desperately need consistent experiences and opportunities to reconnect and dogs are one

waytostali.

In the forthcoming final section, the ideas previously presented will be developed

into a proposal for a dog-assisted reading.

Proposal

My experiences currently teaching in a primary/elementary school convince me that it

would be a smooth transition to bring dog-assisted reading to children in this province.

Already, there are programs like Roots a/Empathy and ArtsSmarts available in some

elassrooms in some schools. This implementation would be similar. Partnering with the

greater community is the common thread between these programs and is a link to dog

assisted reading programs too. The possibility and necessity of partnerships beyond the

immediate school are incredibly valuable. Roots (~/El11pathy has been in schools across

Canada since 1996. The program centers on a neighbourhood infant and parent who

engage students in the classroom. A trained Routs u(Empathy instructor guides the

students as they witness the relationship between baby and parent with special attention to

the baby's emotions. Seeing this relationship helps children articulate their own emotions

and acknowledge the emotions of others thereby improving empathy (Roots o(Empathy,

2012). Similarly partnering has worked well to develop the ArtsSmarts program.

ArtsSmarts has been in schools across Canada since 1998. The program generates

innovative school partnerships to use the arts to create a different environment for
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learning, one that aims to improve student engagement and wherein students think

creatively, f0l111 deep understandings, and take control of their own learning. Studcnts and

teachers work with others and think about their work and learning. It is for any gradc

level and is developed by and with teachers along with al1ists. It is not a packaged

curriculum but rather one that is customized for each pm1icular group of learners

(AI'/.I'SlI1ar/s, n.d.).

Dog-assisted reading would not be an add-on or extra. It is not something else tor

teachersto"cover".lnstead,itismeanttosupplementcurrentGradeFiveliteracy

teaching and classroom practice as evidenced in the curriculum outcomes covered

previously in this chapter and, with potential for additional outcomes bcing enhanced in

other subject areas. There would not be additional teacher supervision required, as it

would be part of the Language Arts curriculum and classroom. The vision is that during

reading instruction and practice, as is already seen in many classrooms today, small

groups would be working with classroom teachers and instructional resource teachers

while other students would be reading independently and yet others with their peers. The

new aspect would be the group of students reading to dogs and handlers.

The pilot program will run once a week for eight weeks. Teachers are constantly

assessing students' reading levels so the timing would need to be such that reading levels

arc assessed before the dogs begin and then immediately after the program ends to

monitor the validity of the program and track improvements. As part of routine

observation and assessment of and for learning, teachers would use existing methods like
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clipboard cruising, running records, and others to assess students. Again, this monitoring

would not be an add-on, but should blend with existing practices.

Due to the necessity of keeping the program small, initially, it would be olfered

within the Eastern School District only. This parameter keeps access to dogs and handlers

to larger urban centers where the largest populations of dogs and handlers are and where

program supports are most easily available. When a suitable supply of dogs and handlers

is trained and ready to go, a presentation to principals would be scheduled to explain the

program. Administrators will appreciate that since the program is operating within an

existing program, liability insurance is provided. With the support of the Board and

principals, interested schools could then apply. The application process would lend itself

to self-selection by enthusiastic, responsive and open-minded teachers and administrators.

To apply for the program, schools would need to meet several conditions

paralleled by the conditions already explained earlier in the chapter. The application

process would also include logistical information to help match handlers to schools to

ensure the handler can physically get to the location. Obviously, the number of schools

able to be serviced would be dependent on the number of dog and handlers and their

physical proximity to the school. In the application, schools would:

• Outline current Language Arts programs for reading development. Classrooms

using basal readers with children independently working would not be a good

match. Classrooms engaged in guided reading activities where groups of students

work through reading activities in a variety of group structures would be a better

fit as the program would more easily blend with existing structures.
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• Identify why they should be considered. This section should include an account of

general trends in reading. Reading levels from running records or other

assessments and provincial assessments indicating reading performance within the

school would help paint a picture of reading needs within the school. Dogs bring

more than reading to schools; their presence can make a positive impact in the

lives of children facing other obstacles too. Therefore schools should consider

other challenges along with reading issues that would make the joy of dogs an

important addition to the lives of their school community.

• Provide information on logistics of the school. Is the Grade Five classroom Inrge

enough to accommodate an area for the student, dog, and handler? Or, is there n

multi-purpose room that could serve the same purpose? In addition, students or

staff with severe allergies should be acknowledged.

As stated throughout this thesis, reading is a non-negotinble requirement in

elementnry schools. Ultimately, the goal of reading with dogs is to help children become

more proficient, confident, happy readers. It is necessary to look at the curriculum unit in

two ways. Since the program will be operated within schools in this province, respect and

attention must be paid to their goals, aims, and objectives. First, the unit will be

developed with respect to current expectations laid out by the Depnrtment of Education

for reading using Tyler's (2004) four fundamental questions for developing curriculum

and planning instruction:

> What educational purposes should the school seek to attain?
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~ What educational experiences can be provided that are likely to attain these

purposes?

~ How can these educational experiences be effectively organized?

~ How can we determine whether these purposes are being attained? (p. 51).

The cUITiculum plan also must include, embrace and celebrate the outcomes not

necessarily found in the packaged programs. While dog-assisted reading has the potential

to assist in the delivery and implementation of prescribed curriculum outcomes as set out

by the Department of Education, the second part of the curriculum unit will look beyond

prescribed outcomes to deeper roots of curriculum by delving beyond the prescribed, into

greater connections to goals of communication, collaboration, and cooperation as

supported by cUITiculum writers (Dewey, 2004; 0011,2004; Eisner, 2004; oddings,

2004).

Another part of the curriculum unit can be found in Appendix C. This annotated

bibliography includes an assortment of resources for students, teachers, and facilitators of

dog-assisted reading programs. While not mandatory, this comprehensive list features

themes and curriculum connections related to dog-assisted reading. Facilitators may want

to consider selections to supplement their program.
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Content Area
Grade Level

Purpose:
Essential Graduation

Learnings
Purpose:

General CUITieulum
Outcomes

Purpose:
SpecificCull-iculum

Outcomes

CUITiculum Unit
R.E.A.D.

Reading Education Assistance Dogs®
Dogs Helping Readers

Language Arts - Literacy - Reading
Five
Citizenship - specifically environmental interdependence
Communication - expanding students ability to use language
effectively
-speak and listen to explore, extend, clarify, and reflect on their
thoughts, ideas, feelings, and experiences
-communicate infollllation and ideas effectively and clearly, and to
respond personally and critically
-interact with sensitivity and respect, considering thesitualion,
audience, and purpose
-interpret, select, and combine information using a variety of
strategies, resources, and technologies
-respond personally to a range of texts
-respond critically to a range of texts, applying their understanding of
language, form, and genre
-contribute to and respond constructively in conversation, small-group,
and whole-group discussion, recognizing their roles and
responsibilities as speakers and listeners
-use word choice, tone of voice, and facial expression appropriate to
the speaking occasion
-demonstrate an awareness of the needs, rights, and feelings of others
by listening attentively and speaking in a manner appropriate to the
situation
-consider purpose and the needs and expectations of their audiences
-select, independently, texts appropriate to their interests and learning
needs
-read widely and experience a variety of children's literature with an
emphasis in genre and authors
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-describe, share, and discuss their personal reactions to a range of texts
across genres, topics, and subjects

Experience: Children will read with a dog and the dog's handler in a safe, inviting,
Unit Description non-judgmental environment. This will be an integrated paI1 of the

Language Arts program and literacy plan for the classroom.

Organized: Program will take place once a week for eight weeks within the
classroom Language Arts structure to supplement existing reading
programs.

Organized: Necessary resources for the R.E.A.D. ® program will be supplied as
Resources part of the training. Therefore the only resources necessary would be

the books already available within the classroom and library settings.
Schools would not need to purchase any additional resources.

Attained: Informal assessments will be used including student response journals,
Assessment teachers' infol111al observations and anecdotal comments.

Formal assessments of running records will be used at the beginning
and end of the program to measure changes in reading performance.

Attained: Teacher reflection
Reflection Studentretlection

Parent/Guardian reflection
(see appendix)

While there is incredible merit to dogs and reading under the specific outcomes

set out by the province, there is potential to fill a greater need beyond the prescribed

cU'Ticulum. Many cU'Ticulum writers support and demand that educators look to a greater

depth of learning beyond what is measured on standardized tests. Therefore this second

part of the cU'Ticulum unit has powerful consequences beyond reading the word to

thriving in the world inside and outside the classroom.

Communication is deeply enhanced when children read with dogs. The quality of

conversation in school must be high and as educators one of our objectives is to help

students learn to converse well. Challenging kinds of conversations in schools is too

uncommon (Eisner, 2004). Too often school conversations arc predictable and routine.

Not enough preparation isdone to help children ask tough questions, debate, and
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challenge views and opinions. As students work with the dog and handlcr, they develop

stronger communication skills that will serve them throughout their lives.

The success of programs like Roots ojEmpothy and Art.l'Smorls would not be

possible without cooperation, collaboration and community involvement. The same

potential is possible in bringing dogs and their handlers to the school community. School

is a social institution and must be seen as a p3l1 of community life. The classroom

community should be responsible for curriculum, but it is also responsible for much

more. Schools must be designed so that learners can come together to collaborate with

onc another. Courses need to be cooperatively developed with students' interest and

talents in mind (Dewey, 2004; Doll, 2004; Eisner, 2004; Noddings, 2004). By pal1nering

with members of the greater community, we will bring an enhanced social element to

schools thereby celebrating the importance of cooperation, community, and collaboration.

Too often, what is forgotten in curriculum design and planning is happiness. So

much of education is about where it will lead tinancially in terms of employment with

little consideration given to what makes us happy. We often choose to do something

because we like how it feels and who we become while we are engaged in that activity.

Happiness must be a goal of education; it impacts our place and way in society and can

transfonll society in a very positive way (Eisner, 2004; Noddings, 2004). Onc look at

children reading to dogs and their happiness is obvious.

Our interconnection and interdependence with other living creatures and our

environment is critical. O'Sullivan (2008) writes, "If we do not consider that wc arc in a

web of life and if we consider ourselves above it, we arc going to get into even greater
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trouble than we are already in" (p. xiii). To spend quality time with a dog has the

potential to integrate children into the web of life instead of thinking they are above.

Finally, perhaps the most important life-learning outcome met through dogs and

reading is enhanced humanity. Empathy and kindness increase when in the company of

dogs. Melson (200 I) writes about how being around animals helps us be more patient and

kind (p. 76). While empathy and kindness may not be measurable outcomes or standards

and are not found in the multiple choice or open response questions ofprovineial

assessments, they arc grossly needed in our schools and are abundant features within dog

assisted reading programs (Melson, 2001; Sakson, 2009). Given that empathy and

kindness increase when children are involved in dog-assisted reading programs, there

should be a positive anti-bullying impact and promote a more tolerant and kind school

settll1g.

Recommendations

For the smooth implementation of a dog-assisted reading program in a school, there arc

several recommendations that will benefit all stakeholders involved:

• Planning and implemcnting dog-assisted reading will rcquire time and effort and

eager teachers and administrators. Time for planning, developing, and scheduling

a dog-assisted reading program is necessary. Therefore, it is rccommended that

interested schools consider their current programs and planning time schedules to

ensure they can make time for proper implementation.

• It is also recommended that if a dog-assisted program is piloted, the Eastern

School District use its literacy specialists to monitor, assess, and validate dog-
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assisted reading by keeping records of evaluations and reading improvements and

analysing them to confirm the validity of the program.

• Teachers involved with dog-assisted reading are encouraged to become action-

researchers and track reading, learning, and general classroom changes to assist

the District in monitoring the validity of the program and its future direction.

• Consideration will need to be given to the strengths and challenges of dog

assisted reading and whether the program needs to be modified, customized,

and/or expanded.

• It is recommended that the district be open to providing professional development

opportunities for schools interested in dog-assisted reading. Some examples of the

District's investment in professional development would be approving a school's

request and agenda for an in-school workshop for teachers and staff to explore

dog-assisted reading for their stakeholders. Or, the District could host a district

wide session on dog-assisted reading as evidence of its investment in professional

development.

Conclusion

The goal of this thesis was to present a compelling argument for dog-assisted

reading in ewfoundland and Labrador. Teachers, administrators, and District personnel

need to take the lead in this quest for an alternative approach to reading and learning. This

thesis is merely the beginning of exploring how dogs can assist students with their

reading. With so many children struggling with reading and reading being a strong

requirement in school, this initial step is an impOI1ant stal1, but much more is needed.
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With limited existing reading resources, teachers yealll for other methods they might

investigate for use in their classrooms. As this thesis shows, while there is potential for

reading to improve within a dog-assisted reading program, there is also tremendous

possibility in other vital areas both within the prescribed curriculum and beyond. It is

exciting to consider the possibilities beyond dog-assisted reading as an innovative literacy

program. Helping influence students to become environmentally connected and

concerned is a positive side effect from spending time with dogs. Further, having dogs in

our schools can help us all become more loving, compassionate, and accepting of each

other.
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Appendix

APPENDIX A: Other Dog Assisted Reading Programs

PA WS {or a Slorv

The Pet Therapy Society for orthern Alberta offers a reading program called

PAWS for a Story. The program is described on the Pet Therapy Society for lorthern

Alberta website. Children gain confidence as they read with the dogs and his or her

handler. The positive environment eases the learning experience. Fourteen of the

seventeen public libraries in Edmonton offer the program (Pet therapy Society, 20 I0).

Read 10 lire Dogs

Rainbow Animal Assisted Therapy offers a reading program in the Chicago area

called Read to the Dogs. They also offer a course which is a requirement before being

able to volunteer in any of their programs. The focus of the program is to enhance

children's reading experiences making iffun and less threatening (Rainbow Animal

Assisted Therapy, 2010).

Reading lrillr Rover

The Reading with Rover program is entering its tenth year and has been positively

influencing students. In the video, "Reading with Rover", program founder, Becky

Bishop through the Regence Group (20 I0) states, "The magical thing that happcns whcn

kids read to dogs is dogs don't judge them - is they tend to be more relaxed when they're

reading to the dog and the parents have told us the children tend to read five times longer"

(The Regence Group, 20 I0). The Reading with Rover website (20 I0) boasts fabulous

results, "At Woodmoor Elementary School (just onc of our current 'read' locations), the
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Reading with Rover program is showing great results. Kids are more excited about

reading because reading to a dog is more fun." School staff chooses children for the

program who are between seven and twelve years old and are either reading below grade

level, have self-esteem issues, or are considered "at risk" (Reading With Rover, 2010b).

The Reading with Rover website (2010c) highlights the many benefits teachers have seen

in addition to improved reading:

• Dccreasedabsenteeism

• Kids have improved self-confidence and self-esteem

• Kids have a sense of pride in their accomplishments

• Kids become involved in other school activities

• Kids have improved hygiene

• Kids are gentler and have more respectful interactions with animals

• Kids find reading fun and volunteer to read aloud in elass

• Kids check out books from the library and ask the librarian about books

(Reading With Rover, 2010c).

There is plenty of information through the Reading with Rover website on how to

become a dog and handler team. Interested participants must be registered which includes

a f0l111al evaluation. Then 10 hours of visits are required with at least one monitored hour

through NOl1hhaven Assisted Living in Scattle. Then it is necessary to shadow an

existing team. A written log must be completed documenting the visits. There is also

information on how to start up one's own reading program (Reading With Rover, 20 lOa).

They are very respectful of Intel1110untain Therapy Animals' program R.E.A.D., and even
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recommend using it as a reference to get more information. The biggest challenge is

having enough dogs and handlers to meet the demand.

Reading Fur Fun

Potter League for Animals offers a dog assisted reading program called Reading

Fur Fun. The mission of the Potter League for Animals is stated on their website (2010):

The Potter League for Animals is dedicated to making a difference in the lives of

animals. We promote the humane treatment of all animalsandprovideshelter

and care for lost or unwanted companion animals. Through community education

and the fostering of relationships between people and animals, we enhance the

animals' future and enrich the human experience (Potter League for Animals,

2010).

The program is based on Intermountain Therapy Animals' R.E.A.D. program. Hargreaves

(2006) wrote, "The Potter League's "Reading Fur Fun" program is based on R.E.A.D.

principles but is formally classified as Animal Assisted Activity (AAA) rather than

Animal Assisted Therapy (AAT) because the sessions do not have pre-determined and

specific therapeutic outcomes and the program is staffed by volunteers rather than

therapists" (p. I). The program has been running since May 2002.

Caring Canine Dr. Dous

The Caring Canine Or. Dogs program is Canadian and run by Toronto Therapy

Dogs. They offer free animal assisted therapy and activities to the communities in

Toronto. The Caring Canine website (2009) stated, "Our Professor Dogs (therapy dogs)

read with students/children to improve their literacy or numeracy; communication or
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socialization skills; and self-concept or confidcnce through our Professor Dogs programs

at schools" (Caring Canine, 2009, p. I). Similar to other programs, an evaluation and

several visits, some monitored, are required before admittance to the program. All teams

are also reviewed twice a year. LaRose (2009) wrote, "Professor Dogs are teamed with

students who may be dealing with literacy problems, learning challcngcs, need help

working on communication and socialization skills, and boosting their confidence" (p. I).

LaRose also wrote about the requirements for dogs and their handlers. There is no

tolerance for any aggression from thc dog toward another dog or pcople. They havc to

show general obedience and if successful then show more specific tolcrance for loud

noises, being touched all over the body, or being bumped. Thc mcmbership fec is ovcr

five hundred dollars which helps to cover liability costs.
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Appendix B: Program Reflection Forms

The following reflection sheets would be given to teachers, students, and parents/care-

givers immediately following the last session to gain valuable insight into their

assessment of the program. This infonllation would be used moving forward to improve

the program.

Dog-Assisted Reading
Teacher Reflection

Date:

Student Name

Comments:

Running Record Score
before program

Running Record Score
after program

I. Do students exhibit a greater enjoyment of reading since participating in the
R.E.A.D. ® program?

o Yes
o Somewhat
o No

Comments:
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2. Do students exhibit a greater confidence with reading since participating in the
R.E.A.D. ® program?

Yes
Somewhat

o No
Comments:

3. Have you noticed any changes in the climate and culture of the classroom since
paI1icipating in the program? (ie. behaviour, attitude, interactions with one
another)

4. What has worked best in the program?

5. What changes need to be made moving forward?
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Dog-Assisted Reading
Student Reflection

I. Have you noticed an improvement in your reading since participating in thc
R.E.A.D. ® program?

o Yes. Lots!
o Some
o No

Comments:

2. Do you enjoy reading more since paI1icipating in the R.E.A.D. ® program?

o Yes. Lots!
o Some
o No

Commcnts:

3. Are you reading morc since pal1icipating in the R.E.A.D. ® program?

o A !ot (by more than 30 minutes a week)
o Some (less than 30 minutes a week)
o No

Comments:
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4. Do you feel more confident when you read?

o Yes. Lots'
o Some

o

Comments:

5. What is the best part of the program?

6. Do you think your class or classmates have changed since the program
started?

7. Do you have any suggestions to improve the program?
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Dog-Assisted Reading
Parent/Guardian Reflection

I. Have you noticed an improvement in your child's reading since
participating in the R.E.A.D. ® program?

o Significant improvement
o Some improvement

o improvement

Comments:

1. Does your child appear to enjoy reading more since participating in the
R.E.A.D. ® program?

o Very much
o Somewhat
o Not at all

Comments:

2. Is your child reading more since participating in the R.E.A.D. ® program?
o A lot (by more than 30 minutes a week)
o Some (less than 30 minutes a week)
o None

Comments:
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3. Has your child's confidence with reading increased since being involved in the
program?

o Very much
o Somewhat
o Not at all

Comments:

4. What is the best part of the program?

5. Have you noticed any other changes in your ehild other than reading since
participating in the program?

Do you have any suggestions to improve the program?
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Appendix C: Annotated Bibliography

The following resources are intended for facilitators of, or participants in dog-assisted

reading programs. The selected literature supports the objectives of dog-assisted reading

programs - empathy, nature, love, literacy, learning, and animals are common themes.

Many of the selected readings are high interest books for children reading to dogs. Olhers

will help adults think differently about how children learn, what challenges they face, and

how love can often change the way we are in the world. The children's sclections can be

used as read-alouds for sheer enjoyment, choices for children to read to dogs, or as more

in-depth units. Some of the selections are suitable for launches to writing, or other

cUITicular areas. There are some recommendations as to how these might be used in

classrooms, however, teachers will take these good reads and use them in ways that arc

appropriate for their students' needs. The following list is only scratching the surface of

classroom resources that might be used to enhance literacy, connections with animals and

the environment, and humanity. It may serve as a springboard for the reader to consider

other favourite books, forgotten treasures like songs or movies that are worthy of sharing

in the classroom.

Abercrombie, B. (1990). Char/ie Andersol1. ew York, Y: Aladdin Paperbacks.

Dealing with change is a challenge. Divorce for young childrcn who arc spending

time between two homes can be a big adjustment. This book helps children who

are in a similar situation sce that spending time between two homes is okay.

Charlie, the cat, does it every day. Two houses, two beds, two families that love

you is pretty good f0I1une. Children long and deserve to sce themselves
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represented in texts. This would be especially fitting within the health curriculum

unit on relationships when discussing families.

Atwood, M. (2003). Oryx and crake. Toronto, ON: Random House of Canada.

For adults who may not yet believe the severity of the situation with our Earth,

they might be moved by this work of fiction. For a vivid reminder of the necessity

of caring for our environment before it is destroyed, this is an important read.

Brookes, C. (Producer). (2001). SII/"l'ivor [Radio broadcast]. St. John's, L: Battery

Radio.

A greater lesson in humanity, I have yet to find. Through the story of Lanier

Phillips and the people ofSt. Lawrence and surrounding communities, this is a

must-listen for all students in this province. It is an incredible recount of bravery,

compassion, and love. It is an imp0I1ant listen regardless of its curriculum

connections; however, it speaks to the curriculum in many ways and for every

grade level. There are opportunities for discussions about stereotyping, inclusion,

human rights, forgiveness, and love.

Chen'y, L. (1990). The greal kapok Iree: A lale (~tlhe Allla::on rain(iJresl. Orlando, FL:

Harcourt, Inc.

This beautifully illustrated picture book tells the story ofa community of animals

that live in the rain forest. Through their story, the reader learns of the

interconnectedness of our creatures, humans, and Earth, and the responsibility of

humans to zealously defend the environment.

Cleary, B. (1991). Slrider. ew York, Y: MOITow Junior Books.
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The love and comf0I1 a dog can bring is wonderfully described in this novel.

Leigh finds an abandoned dog and brings him home. They quickly bond and

Strider helps Leigh cope with the many changes in his life. The undeniable loyalty

a dog willingly shares is evident throughout this read. This also crosses over

nicely to health and family relationships.

Collins, G. (2009). Whal c%llr is Ihe ocean? St. John's, L: Flanker Press

With such a need for an appreciation of our environment, this is a great motivator

to look beyond your inside world and look outside at the colours surrounding

you. This picture book is an exploration of the changing colours of the ocean

depending on season or weather. Teaching at a school that overlooks Conception

Bay, I know how eager my students are to look out and sec what colour or

movement the ocean holds. This gem written by a ewfoundland and Labrador

author could be writing about any of the ocean views students across this great

province witness.

Cooney, B. (1982). Miss RlIlIlphills. New York, NY: Penguin Group.

In the day-to-day rush of li fe, we often forget to appreciate our surrounding

beauty. Miss Rumphius reminds us of this since she too, forgets to enjoy and

nUl1ure the environment. ot until she is sick in bed and looking out the window,

does she remember her grandfather reminding her to make the world more

beautiful. At his encouragement, she decides to plant lupines wherever she travels.

This tics in nicely to units about planting and enhancing schools and school

grounds.
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Crocker, G. (2011). Finding Jack. ew York, Y: St. Mm1in's Press.

Jack is a Labrador Retriever nursed back to health by an American soldier who

himself is walking wounded not just from his war experiences, but also because of

the tragic and untimely death of his parents. As Fletcher Cm'son patrols the

jungles ofYietnam with his faithful companion, he learns how to want to live

again. The healing abilities from a deep relationship between humans and dogs

are revealed. It is inspiring to watch as Fletcher refuses to abandon his faithful

friend, and so begins another journey that will bring his life meaning. This story

is based on the very real policy of the American Armed forces that saw the

abandonment of thousands of dogs.

DiCamillo, K. Because o(Winn-Dixie. ew York, Y: Scholastic.

When Opal sees a stray dog in the supellnarket, Winn-Dixie, she is struck by how

ugly and dirty he is, but she is most taken with his smile. She has never seen a dog

smile at her before and it captivates her. When she talks, he listens. The dog gives

Opal the courage to ask her father about her mother who left when she was very

young. The dog, now named Winn-Dixie brings Opal and her father much closer.

Doty, M. (2007). Dogvears. ew York, 'Y: HarperCollins Publishers.

Learning life lessons fi'om animals is clear in this poignant memoir targeted at

adults. Wanting a companion for his dying pal1ner, the author, decides to adopt a

second dog. The intimate companionship from dogs is beautifully illustrated

through Doty'sjoullley. His dogs bring him hope and love through his heartache

and loss.
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Dr. Seuss. (1971). The Lorax. ew York, NY: Random House.

This cautionary tale blends the rhymes and fun expected from Or. Seuss with a

serious warning. Protect the earth, or face serious in'eversibleconsequenccs.

Adults and children alike need to sit up and take notice through the use of original

characters and wacky illustrations showing how greed is allowing us to destroy

our world in a hUITY. Consumerism and materialism are two themes found

throughout the religion and health cUlTicula and this children's book gently

introduces children to these concepts.

Duke, K. (1992). Auntlsabeltells a guud one. New York, NY: Penguin Group.

The importance of a good story is showcased in this picture book. Aunt Isabel and

her niece work together to create a story. This book might help young readers on

their own writingjoul11ey - moving them to take pencil to paper and write a story

of their own.

Fine, A. H. (Ed.). (2006). Handbook on animal-assisted therapy: Theorelical/iJllndaliol1.\·

and guidelines/or practice (2 Ill! ed.). San Diego, CA: Academic Press.

For a comprehensive overview of therapy animals from a multitude of authors,

this book is an excellent resource for individuals involved with therapy dogs.

Most of the research I read refelTed to this work. It is well-organized and wide-

ranging. From varying perspectives, this work helps explain why animals have

sueh a strong impact on people, especially children.

Fitch, S. (1997). There '.\' a muuse in lily house. New York, NY: Doubleday.
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Talking about homelessness can be challenging, but this book gently opcns a

dialogue. This brilliantly illustrated picture book tells the story of a young boy

who is pressured by his mother to rid them of the mice who have entered their

home. His conflict between pleasing his mother and not harming the mice is

evident and his final decision reminds us all how important it is to respect all

living creatures.

Fiteh, S. (200 I). Evervbody's different un evervbodv street. Halifax, S: ova Scotia

Hospital Foundation.

Supporting the goals of inclusion, this picture book was written to eOlllmemorate

the tenth anniversary of the Festival of Trees in supp0l1 of the ova Scotia

Hospital. Quick rhymes invite the reader into a world that celebrates holY we are

different, but also how we are the same.

Fountas, I. C., & Pinnell, G. S. (1996). Guided reading: Goudfir.l'tteachingfill'all

children. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

This is a great resource for teachers interested in developing a balanced literacy

program. The authors answer many of the questions teachers have about teaching

reading. Through their own teaching experience and research, they help teachers

develop literacy programs.

Godkin, C. (1989). Wolj'island. Markham, ON: Fitzhenry & Whiteside.

This beautifully illustrated picture book is full of lovely images of many types of

wildlife fi'om wolves to rabbits, deer to fox, and many more. This story helps the

reader understand the food chain and the impact one change can make to its
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balance. There are imp011ant lessons for humans of not taking more than you

need. This book blends nicely with diversity of life outcomes in the science

curriculum.

Grogan, J. (2005). Mw"1ey & me: Life and love with the world's \1'orst dog. New York,

Y: HarperCollins Publishers.

Marley is a Yellow Labrador Retriever like no other. The author relates his

experiences with Mm'ley, the dog with a hem1 of gold and the instincts of a rcfollll

school inmate. Obedience school failure, Mm'ley destroys our preconceptions of

what is behind the badly behaved dog as he destroys the home and belongings of

his owner. The ending is so hem1-breaking through the author's clear description.

This is a skilfully written and emotionally-charged book.

Gruen, S. (2006). Water/or elephants. Chapel Hill, NC: Algonquin Books of Chapel Hill.

Set in America during the depression, Water/or Elephants follows Jacob, a

former veterinary school student, whose parents are killed in a car accident

causing Jacob to check out of his life. He literally runs away to the circus. JUl:ob

is drawn to the elephants and comes to understand the abuse they suffer at the

hands of the circus owner. Jacob's growing sense of morality and outrage begs

the question, do we have the right to capture and contain wild animals? Or, if wc

do are we not stepping outside the web of life and trying to be above it?

Hartman, S. (Producer). (2009, January 2). The animal odd col/pIe [Te/el'l"sion hroadcasl].

New York, NY: CBS. Retrieved

http://www.cbsncws.com/video/watchJ?id=46963l5n
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This is a great video on friendship. Two unlikely souls unite in companionship

with unconditional trust. We can learn a lot about apprcciating differences from

this beautiful example. There is an opportunity to discuss sanctuaries and the need

for them, as animals are outcast from what some people consider entertainment 

zoos, circuses, television appearances, and movies.

Hickok, L. (1958). The slOIY o(He/en Ke//er. ew York, Y: Scholastic.

Even though this is a fictionalized account of Helen's life, when I have used it as a

read-aloud with my students, it has opened a dialogue of how differently we all

learn. Children, who struggle, especially, are moved by the determination Helen

shows to overcome adversity. The tenacity and creativity Miss Anne Sullivan

shows in teaching Helen are powerful reminders to educators to always look for

the potential in children, and to constantly seek new methods of engaging

children. The images of Helen with her dog Belle yet again show the power of a

dog to love without limit.

.lane, P. W., Lollis, S., & Hogan,.I. (2003). Should \I'e have pels? A per,\'uasive leXI. New

York, Y: Mondo Publishing.

Second grade students present arguments for and against pet owncrship. This

captivates students because many have their own opinions on this issue and they

are eager to read work written by other students. It is a great launch to teaching

persuasive writing,

Kihn, M. (2011). Bad dog (A love slorv). New York, NY: Random House,
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This true story for adults is funny and sad, dark and uplifting. I-Iola, the beautiful

Bernese Mountain Dog rules the house while his owner Mal1y uses alcohol to

escape. Faced with the possibility of losing his job and his wife, Marty realizes he

needs to change. I-Ie and I-Iola work to gain her Canine Good Citizen test. It is a

wonderful account of how badly some of us need our dogs, and how sometimes,

perhaps, they need us too.

Kilodavis, C. (2011). My princess boy. New York, NY: Aladdin.

Just as dogs can teach us great lessons about not judging others, literature can

often do the same. This picture book is a lesson on kindness, empathy, and

acceptance. Whomever children are and however they choose to look, they

deserve acceptance and support.

King, L. M. (2002). Animal-assisted therapy: A guide/or pro/essional counselors. school

cOllnselors. suciallH!rkers. and educators. Bloomington, I : Authorl-louse.

For schools incorporating dog-assisted reading, this guide would be a welcome

resource. This concise book supplies definitions oftelll1S, benefits of animal

assisted therapy, and handy references, as well as other useful information that can

be obtained at a glance.

Kotzwinkle, W., & MUITaY, G. (2001). WaIter thefartiug dog. Berkeley, CA, Frog, Lld ..

Seeing this book title has been the highlight of many of my students' reading. I

was first introduced to Waiter through a student who received this book tor

Christmas. Diagnosed with a reading disability, he never had enough confidence

to read aloud until he got this book. I-Ie excitedly brought it to school and read it to
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the class! Hysterical laughter is accompanied by the appreciation of feeling

misjudged or misunderstood. There are four follow up books for children who

want to keep reading about the adventures of Waiter.

Louv, R. (2005). Last child in the l\'oods: Saving 0111' childrenfi'olll nature-deficit

disorder. Chapel Hill, NC: Algonquin Books of Chapel Hill.

People need to have time outdoors. This influential work brings together new

research that explains the importance for healthy childhood development to

include time outdoors. Along with explaining the negative consequences of the

lack of time outdoors for children and youth, Louv offers practical, simple wnys to

COITect this crisis.

Mitchell, J. (1970). BigyelloH' taxi. On Ladies o(the canvon [CD]. New York, Y:

Siquomb.

Often serious conversations can be introduced with a song. Listening to Big

Yellow Taxi opens a powerful dialogue on the consequences of our carelessness to

Earth. After listening to the lyrics, students often question and criticize land nenr

them that hns been destroyed for big business gain.

Mitchell, J. (2011). The circle gallle. Markham, 0 : Thomas Alien.

The theme of circles and wheels is predominant in atalie Babbitt's Tuck

Everlasting which is how I first discovered this song. Imagery is a challenging

concept for young students and the use of music is often a helpful tool. This song

is useful in looking at the many ways a circle is symbolically used in liternture. In
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subjects like religion and science, it is a great connection to the life cycle. The

illustrations in the picture book are engaging,

Mowat, F. (1957). The dog who wouldn', be. Toronto, ON: McClelland & Stewart.

One of Canada's most celebrated authors writes this true story about his childhood

dog, Mutt. Mutt is a non-confollllist dog who will delight and entel1ain readers of

all ages through the adventures he brings the Mowat family. For anyone who has

ever owned a dog, they will appreciate Mowat's story on many levels.

Nuzum, K. A. (2008). The leanin . dog. New York, NY: Scholastic.

Children and adults both will be moved by the power ofa dog in this novel. A

stray dog brings courage and hope to Dessa and her father struggling to survive

the loss of Dessa's mother. Images of nature and wildlife tIll the pages and make

the reader want to get outside.

Paterson, K. (1977). Bridge la lerabilhia. Jew York, NY: HarperCollins.

This novel centers mainly on the time two friends spend outside creating their

own universe. The sometimes complex relationships in families are explored. The

power of tj'iendship is central. The comfort a dog can bring during times of

ten"ible loss is also an imp0l1ant theme.

Penn, A. (1993). The kissing hand. ew York, Y: Scholastic.

Our children need love. Dogs bring us that unconditionally. This picture book

reminds us of the importance of love. For children apprehensive about school,

they might be moved by Chester Raccoon's similar apprehensions. The love

between Chester and his mother can be a comfort to readers conti-onting a difficult
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situation, or needing reassurance. This story is a great reminder of the importance

of love in our lives.

Perkins, A. (1967). The digging-esl dog. New York, NY: Random House.

Caring for animals is a critical piece that can be explored through dog-assisted

reading programs. This book can open a discussion around the buying and selling

of animals. This picture book also tells of the joy a rescued animal experienccs

when given a good home. When the other dogs reject him because he cannot dig,

an important discussion about exclusion can take place. In this rhyming short

story, there are many lessons of working together, righting a wrong, and forgiving

mistakes.

Rathman, P. (1995). Officer Bllck/e & G/oria. ew York, NY: Penguin Group.

This is a really funny book, largely due to the illustrations. evel1heless, Ofticer

Buckle goes from school to school trying valiantly, but somewhat ineffectively

and boringly to teach safety rules to children. Gloria is his dog who stands behind

Officer Buckle and hilariously acts out each safety rule, engaging students' minds

andreaders'hearts.

Reilly-Giff, P. (2004). Pic/llres off-fa/lis Woods. ew York, Y: Scholastic.

This novel has many themes. For the animal lover, the antics of the cantankcrous

cat Henry will keep you reading. The power of love and its capacity to save arc

clear through Hollis' journey. The images of nature are an inspiration to cnjoy

what surrounds us. Readers will empathize with Hollis and teachers might rc-
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consider what work they value from their students and how their backgrounds

shape what they say and do in the classroom.

Reynolds Naylor, P. (2000). Shiloh. New York, NY: Scholastic.

Several students that I have taught have been turned on to reading through this

book. The first in the trilogy, it gives readers future books to look forward to

reading. Many children can relate to wanting a dog, but even more powerful is

Marty wanting the dog not just for himsel f, but to save Shiloh from the cruel

hands and words of his current owner.

Ross, S. B. (2011). The eXlraordinwy spiril o{Green Chilllnevs: Connecting children and

animals 10 creole hope. West Lafayette, IN: Purdue University Press.

This incredible memoir is a must-read for adults looking to incorporate animals

and/or the environment into their learning spaces. This memoir is the ideal, the

model, for how animals and humans can work together to love and learn. At the

campus of Green Chimneys, children learn about nature every day. Since 1947,

Green Chimneys has been saving the lives of animals and children uniting them in

ways that enrich their lives.

Rossiter MeFarland, L. (2006). Widgel. ew York, Y: Farrar, Straus and Giroux Books

for Young Readers.

Learning to get along well with each other is an important process developed in

school. In this picture book, a scruffy homeless Westie named Widget hopes to

make a home with six grouchy cats. To fit in, he adopts the mannerisms and

behaviours,even thevoealsofacat. When their human falls and needshclp
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Widget finds his bark and they realize, despite their differences, they can be

friends.

Seskin, S., & Shamblin, A. (2006). A chance 10 shine. Berkeley, CA: Tricycle Prcss.

Spending time with dogs helps us learn compassion and kindness which are the

themes of this children's book. Through a beautiful example of a kind act, the

lives of several people are altered. (The book is accompanied by a compact disc

featuring the text of the story in song f0Il11at.)

Seskin, S., & Shamblin, A. (2002). Don'l laugh al me. Berkeley, CA: Tricycle Prcss.

One of the aims of dog-assisted reading is to help create a school climatc and

culture that helps diminish bullying. This book blends seamlessly with this lofty

goal by calling for tolerance, kindness, and acceptance. (The book is accompanied

by a compact disc featuring the text of the story in song format.)

Sherrard, V. (2007). Speechless. Toronto, ON: Dundurn Press.

Most children can relatc to being treated unfairly. A great way to devclop cmpathy

is through literature that illustrates injustice. This novel moves somechildrcn to

think beyond their immediate neighbourhood and consider global issucs, like child

soldiers. This work of fiction could be many ofthc youth in our country and

beyond who have made change in their world. Griffin does not start out as an

activist, hejust wants to get out of public speaking, but what he learns changcs

him and the people around him.

Sicrra, J. (2004). Wild aholll books. New York, NY: Random House.
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Combining beasts and books makes this picture book a great addition to dog

assisted reading. When the librarian mistakenly drives her bookmobile into the

zoo, she seeks to find perfect matches of books to beasts. Rhyming and fun, this

book will certainly help young readers achieve what the title states. At times, the

description of the zoo is reminiscent ofa classroom where raccoons read alone

and baboons read in bunches just as with dog-assisted reading.

Stepanek, M. (2001). Heartsongs. ew York, NY: Hypelion.

Overcoming adversity is possible when the reader considers the challenges faced

by Mattie Stepanek. Living with a rare form of muscular dystrophy and seeing the

same disease take his three siblings makes Mattie wise beyond his years. To read

his poems is to be uplifted and feel limitless love. Young readers, especially,

might be encouraged to chronicle their own stories through writing when they

learn he started writing poetry and sh0l1 stories at only three years old. Although

Mattie has since passed away, his message of home and love is timeless.

Stevens, J., & Stevens-Crummel, S. (2008). Help me. Mr. Mlitt! Expert ans\1'ersjiJl' dogs

\1'ith people problems. Orlando, FL: Harcourt, Inc.

Many children in dog-assisted reading programs would enjoy choosing this book

to read to their canine friend. This funny picture book is written from a clog's

perspective who writes letters to get advice on how to deal with his people

problems.

Taylor, H. (2007). RlIby's hope. Winnipeg, MB: The Ladybug Foundation Education

Program Inc.
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This beautiful picture book helps reinforce the imp0l1ance of empathy and care

and kindness toward others. Young readers are inspired by the author who is a

child herself and is moved to make change in the world. Using ladybugs and

bumblebees creates a connection from the environment, to the important issue of

homelessness.

Taylor, T. (1981). The trouble \I'ith Tuck. ew York, Y: Dell Yearling.

When Helen's beloved dog Tuck stm1s to go blind and the veterinary care of the

1950s is unable to help him, his family finds him a companion dog. The passion

and love Helen shows her dog is inspirational. The willingness she has to help

Tuck through his challenges is beautiful.

Tolan, S. S. (2006). Listen'. New York, Y: HarperCollins.

This novel is a perfect example of not getting the dog you want, but instead,

getting the dog you need. Charley needs to heal physically and emotionally, and a

wild dog isjust her cure. Both knowing tremendous pain, they help each other

find a way to persevere.

Treheal11e, M. P. (2006). Comprehensive literacy resource.!or grades 3-6 teachers.

Scarborough, 0 elson Education.

Teachers will find a plethora of assessment tools and mini-lessons in this wide

ranging resource. It is user-fi'iendly, and full of research-based information. Its

literacy focus is cross-curricular and helps teachers to differentiate their

instruction and use their assessments to guide their teaching.
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Vasquez, V. M. (2010). Gelling Beyond '/ like Ihe hook': Crealing spacejiJl' critical

lileracy in k-6 classrooms. Newark, DE: International Reading Association

This comprehensive teacher resource helps teachers apply critical literacy

techniques with young children. This book blends information and research with

practical classroom applications.

ViOl'st, J. (1971). The lenlh good Ihingaholll Bamey. ew York, Y: Aladdin

Paperbacks.

This beautiful story can be a springboard for writing. Students who have lost pets

write ten good things about their own pets they have lost. Those who have pets

write ten good things they want to share about their pet. Others can write ten good

things about a family member or friend. It opens discussions about ways to share

emotions and is great to use when a student has recently experienced a death ofa

pet or any kind of loss.

Walsh, A. (2001). Heroes oj"fsle aLlx Morls. Toronto, ON: Tundra Books.

This picture book is an important read for students of this province since it

showcases the Harvey family, especially Anne and her ewtoundland dog, Hairy

Man, and their valiant efforts to rescue shipwrecked passengers in Isle aux M0I1s.

There is also an oppol1unity to connect this to Grade Five social studies where

Newfoundland and Labrador is the focus. Students unfamiliar with Isle aux Morts

will enjoy using technology like Google Earth to go on a virtual tield trip! The

painted illustrations offer an opp0l1unity to extcnd this book into an art Icsson on
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the use of colour, as the al1ist, Geoff Butler's choice of colour reflects the story so

perfectly.

White, E. B. (1952)" C1wr/olle"s \1"eb. New York, Y: Ha'lJerCollins.

Since valuing the web of life is so critical and tends to be lacking in many ways in

schools, this novel is an imp0l1ant read. It serves as a reminder of the power,

beauty, and impol1ance of all living creatures.
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